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·CHAPTER 1 

A Multilevel Approach 
to Theory and Research 
in Organizations 
Contextual, Temporal, 
and Emergent Processes 
Steve W, J. Kozlowski 
Katherine J. Klein 

Organizations are multilevel systems. This axiom-the foundation 
of organizational systems theory-is reflected in the earliest ex
amples of organizational theory, including the Hawthorne Studies 
(Roethlisberger & Dickson, 1939), Homans's theory of groups 
(1950), Lewin's field theory (1951), sociotechnical systems theory 
(Emery & Trist, 1960), Likert's theory of organizational effective
ness (1961), Thompson's (1967) theory of organizational ratio
nality, and Katz and Kahn's (1966) social organizational theory, to 
name but a few. Further, this axiom continues to provide a foun
dation for virtually all contemporary theories of organizational be
havior. Yet, despite the historical tradition and contemporary 
relevance of organizational systems theory, its influence is merely 
metaphorical. The system is sliced into organization, group, and 
individual levels, each level the province of different disciplines, 
theories, and approaches. The organil.ation may be an integrated 
system, but organizational science is not. 

There are signs that this is beginning to change, that we are 
moving toward the development oran integrated conceptual and 
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methodological paradigm for organizational science. ":Ie have wit
nessed the evolution, over the last two decades, of multilevel frame
works that have well-developed conceptual foundations and 
associated analytic methodologies. Organizational science is mov
ing toward the development of a paradigm that ca~ bri~ge the 
micro-macro gap in theory and research. We are W1tnessI~g the 
maturation of the multilevel paradigm in organizational SCIence.· 

As with all maturation, however, the process has not proceeded 
without pain. The roots of the multilevel perspective are" sprea? 
across different disciplines and literatures, obscured by the barfl
ers of jargon, and confused by competing theoretica~ ~rameworks 
and analytic systems. Although there are some ~Xpl~CIt effo~ts to 
specify general multilevel frameworks for orgamzatIonal SCIence 
(e.g., Dansereau, Alutto, & Yammarino, 1984; House, Rousseau, ~ 
Thomas-Hunt, 1995; Klein, Dansereau, & Hall, 1994; Roberts, 
Hulin, & Rousseau, 1978; Rousseau, 1985), real and appar~nt 
differences among the frameworks have created the impreSSI?n 
of little common ground (e.g., George & James, 1994; Klem, 
Dansereau, & Hall, 1995). Further, the best way to evaluate multi
level theories (e.g., George &James,1993;Yammarino & Markham, 
1992) and establish emergent constructs (e.g.,.James, Demaree, & 
Wolf, 1993; Kozlowski & Hattrup, 1992; SchmIdt & Hunter, 198~) 
is much contested. No single source exists to cut across these dIf
ferences and to guide the interested researcher i~ the ap~li~ation 
of multilevel concepts. This contributes to confusIon and hmlts the 
development of multilevel theories. Accordingly, a review of the 
current literature is likely to leave those who are tempted to test 
multilevel theories intrigued yet confused-inspired yet wary. 

Our goal in this chapter is to help resolve this confusion by 
synthesizing and extending prior wor~ O? the developme?t of 
multilevel theory and research for orgamzatIons. The chapter IS or
ganized into three sections. In the first s~ction, ~e review the theo
retical roots of the multilevel perspectIve as It relates to theory 
building and research in organizations. The epistemologica~ foun
dation and several basic assumptions for the levels perspective are 
rooted in general systems theory (von Bertalanffy, 1968) and rela~ed 
variants. Early and enduring applications of the levels 'pe~spectIv~ 
to research on organizational characteristics and orgamzauonal ch-
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mate.had a forma.tive impact on the development of the levels per
spective and continues to exert considerable influence. 

In the second section, we clarify, synthesize, and extend basic 
principles to guide multilevel theory development and to facilitate 
empirical research. We first provide principles to guide the devel
opment of multilevel theory. We discuss theoretical issues pertain
ing to the origin and direction of phenomena across levels, unit 
and entity specification, time, and factors affecting the degTee of 
coupling or linkage of phenomena across levels. With this theo
retical foundation in place, we next explain and illustrate how to 
specify and operationalize multilevel models. Critical issues focus 
on establishing an alignment among levels of theory, constructs, 
and measures. We also specify different types oflevels models, ex
amine implications for research sampling, and provide an overview 
of data-analysis issues. 

In the third section, we extend multilevel organizational the
ory by drawing particular attention to relatively negiected bottom
up processes. Many organizational theories are implicitly or 
explicitly "top-down, addressing the influence of macro levels (for 
example, organization or group characteristics) on micro levels 
(for example, individuals). Such models focus on contextual fac
tors at higher levels that constrain and influence lower-level phe
nomena. Bottom-up models describe phenomena that have their 
the~retical origin at a lower level but have emergent properties 
at higher levels (for example, psychological and organizational 
climate, individual and team effectiveness, individual and orga
ni~ational learning). Models of emergence have been largely re
stncted to isomorphic composition processes, which has limited 
the development of bottom-up multilevel theory and research. 
We elaborate discontinuous, configural compilation processes 
and describe how they allow the conceptualization of alternative 
manifestations of emergence. We use this perspective to extend 
extant models of emergence. We develop a typology of emergence to 
illustrate and explain several alternative models that range from 
isomorphic composition to discontinuous compilation. We are 
hopeful that these alternative models of emergence will stimu
late and guide research on these central but neglected multilevel 
phenomena. 
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Foundations for Multilevel 
Theory in Organizations 

Conceptual Underpinnings 

General Systems Theory 
General systems th~ory (GST) has been among the more domi
nant intellectual perspectives of the twentieth century and has 
been shaped by many contributors (e.g., Ashby, 1952; Boulding, 
1956; Miller, 1978; von Bertalanffy, 1972). Systems concepts origi
nate in the "holistic" Aristotelian worldview that the whole is 
greater than the sum of its parts, in contrast with "normal" science, 
which tends to be insular and reductionistic. The central goal of 
GST is to establish principles that generalize across phenomena 
and disciplines-an ambitious effort that is aimed at nothing less 
than promoting the unity of science. 

Systems principles are manifest as analogies or logical homolo
gies. Logical homologies represent identical concepts (that is, iso
morphism), and parallel processes linking different concepts (that 
is, homology), that generalize to very different systems phenomena 
(von Bertalanffy, 1972). For example, it is noted that open systems 
counteract the second law of thermodynamics-entropy-by im
porting energy and information from the external environment, 
and transforming it, to maintain homeostasis. Feedback and servo
mechanisms are the basis for the purposive responses of cybernetic 
systems. Organizational systems are proposed to have analogous 
structures and processes (e.g., Katz & Kahn, 1966; Miller, 1978). 

Whether one takes a more macro (Parsons, 1956, 1960) or 
micro (Allport, 1954) perspective, the influence of GST on orga
nizational science has been pervasive. Unfortunately, however, that 
influence has been primarily metaphorical. The bureaucratic
closed systems-machine m~taphor is contrasted with a contingent
open systems-living organism metaphor. Although metaphor has 
important value-virtually all formal theory is rooted in underly
ing metaphor (Morgan, 1983)-lack of specificity, formal identity, 
and precise definition can yield truisms that mislead and fail the 
test of science (Pinder & Bourgeois, 1982; Bourgeois·& Pinder, 
1983). GST has exhibited heuristic value but has contributed rel
atively little to the development of testable principles in the organi-

: , 
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zational sciences (Roberts et al., 1978). It is to this latter concefll 
that the multilevel perspective is directed. 

As social systems, organizations are qualitatively distinct from 
living cells and other concrete physical systems. The goal of the 
multilevel perspective is not to identifY principles that generaliz( 
to other types of systems. Although laudable, such an effort must 
often of necessity gloss over differences between qualitatively dil 
ferent systems in order to maintain homology across systems (com 
pare Miller, 1978). The primary goal of the multilevel perspective ill 
organizational science is to identify principles that enable a more integratrt/ 
understanding of phenomena that unfold across levels in organizations. 

Macro and Micro Perspectives 

Fundamental to the levels perspective is the recognition that micn 
phenomena are embeddcd in macro contexts and that macro pll<' 
nomena often emerge through the interaction and dynamics 01 

lower-level elements. Organizational scholars, howcver, have tendc( I 
to emphasize either a micro or a macro perspective. The macro pet 
spective is rooted in its sociological origins. It assumes that then 
are substantial regularities in social behavior that transcend the ap 
parent differences among social actors. Given a particular set of si I 
uational constraints and demographics, people will behave similarh 
Therefore, it is possible to focus on aggregate or collective r~' 
sponses and to ignore individual variation. In contrast, the micn 
perspective is rooted in psychological origins. It assumes that then 
are variations in individual behavior, and that a focus on aggregate' 
will mask important individual differences that are meaningful il 
their own right. Its focus is on variations among individual chara( 
tcristics that affect individual reactions. 

Neither single-level perspective can adequately account for 01 

ganizational behavior. The macro perspective neglects the means b, 
which individual behavior, perceptions, affect, and interactions gi\'( 
rise to higher-level phenomena. There is a danger of superficialil' 
and triviality inherent in anthropomorphization. Organizations d( 
not behave; people do. In contrast, the micro perspective has becl 
guilty of neglecting contextual factors that can significantly constrail 
the effects of individual differences that lead to collective response~ 
which ultimately constitute macro phenomena (House et al., 1995 
Klein et a1., 1994; Roberts et aI., 1978; Rousseau, 1985). 
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Macro researcheI:S tend to deal with global measures or data ag
gregates that are actual or theoretical representations of lower-level 
phenomena, but they cannot generalize to those lower levels with
out committing errors of misspecification. This renders problem
atic the drawing of meaningful policy or appliqltion implications 
from the findings. For example, assume that we can demonstrate a 
significant relationship between organizational investments in train
ing and organizational performance. The intuitive generalization
that one could use the magnitude of the aggregate relationship to 
predict how individual performance would increase as a function 
of increased organizational investments in training-is not sup
portable, because of the well-known problem of ecological infer
ence. Relationships among aggregate data tend to be higher than 
corresponding relationships among individual data elements 
(Robinson, 1950; Thorndike, 1939). This fact continues to be a sig
nificant difficulty for macro-oriented policy disciplines-sociology, 
political science, economics, education policy, epidemiology-that 
attempt to draw individual-level inferences from aggregate data. 

Micro researchers suffer from an obverse problem, which also 
makes the desire to influence human resource management pol
icy difficult. We may, for example, be able to show that individual 
cognitive ability increases individual performance. However, we 
cannot then assert that selection systems that produce higher ag
gregate cognitive ability will necessarily yield improved organiza
tional performance. Perhaps they will, but that inference is not 
directly supported by individual-level analyses. Misspecifications of 
this sort, however, are not unusual (Schmidt, Hunter, McKenzie, 
& Muldrow, 1979). Such "atomistic fallacies," in which organiza
tional psychologists suggest team- or organization-level interven
tions based on individual-level data, are common in our literature. 

A levels approach, combining micro and macro perspectives, 
engenders a more integrated science of organizations. House and 
colleagues (1995) suggest the term meso because it captures this 
sense that organiz~tional science is both macro and micro. What:
ever it is called, we need a more integrated approach. The limita
tions that the organizational disciplines suffer with respect to 
influencing policy and applications can be resolved through the 
development of more complete models of organizational phe
nomena-models that are system-oriented but do not try to cap~ 
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ture the complexity of the entire system. Instead, by focusing on 
significant and salient phenomena, conceptualizing and assessing 
at multiple levels, and exhibiting concern about both top-down 
and bottom-up processes, it is possible to build a science of orga
nizations that is theoretically rich and application-relevant. 

Formative Theory Development: 
The Emergence of a Levels Perspective 

Early efforts to conceptualize and study organizations as multilevel 
systems were based in the interactionist perspective (Lewin, 1951) 
and focused on the construct of organizational climate.2 Those early 
efforts played a significant role in developing a "levels" perspective. 
Interactionists see behavior as a function of both person and situa
tion, with the nature of the combined effect broadly conceived (as. 
for example, additive, multiplicative, and reciprocal; see &hneider. 
1981; Terborg, 1981). Thus behavior is viewed as a combined result 
of contextual and individual-difference effects. The interactionisl 
perspective has had a pervasive influence on organizational re
search. It has played a dominant role in shaping research on cli
mate, first posited by Lewin, Lippitt, and White (1939). It continues 
to exert influence through research on person-organization fit. 

As organizational psychology developed as a distinct subdisci
pline in the 1950s, organizational climate emerged as a central con
struct for understanding organizational effectiveness. Researchers 
of this era described climate as a representation of "organizational 
stimuli" or "environmental characteristics" presumed to affect indi
vidual behavior and attitudes. Forehand and Gilmer (1964) reviewed 
the climate literature, highlighting problems of conceptualization 
and measurement They criticized researchers' failure to consistently 
and clearly distinguish whether climate was viewed as an objective 
property of the organization or a~ an individual p'erception, and they 
bemoaned the resulting confusion regarding whether climate 
should be assessed at the organizational level, via objective charac
teristics, or at the individual level, via perceptions. 

James andJones's (1974) subsequent review helped to dispel 
much of this confusion. They distinguished objective characteris
tics of tlle organizational context, which are the antecedents of cli
mate, from individuals' interpretive perceptions, which ascribe 
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meaning to the context. This conceptualization views climate per
ceptions as a result of both contextual and individual influences. 
In addition, James and Jones distinguished psychological (that is, 
individual-level) climate from organizational climate, arguing that 
homogeneous perceptions could be aggregated to represent cli
mate as a property of the organization. James and Jones's conclu
sions influenced the nature of climate research for the next two 
decades. 

There were two critical contributions of this formative research 
on the development of a levels perspective in organizational sci
ence. First, this research made top-down cross-level contextual ef
fects salient, establishing the need to conceptualize and assess 
organization, subunit, and group factors that had the potential to 
affect individual perceptions, attitudes, and behavior. This ener
gized a stream of research that linked organizational struc.ture and 
technology to individual attitudes (e.g., Herman & Hulm, 1972; 
James &Jones, 1976; Rousseau, 1978b). As this research pro
gressed, models were elaborated to include mediating p~rc~p.tions. 
Many studies were conducted that demonstrated that mdiVIdual
level climate and! or jolrcharacteristics perceptions mediated the 
linkage between contextual factors at higher levels (group, sub
unit, or organization) and individual-level outcomes (e.g., Brass, 
1981,1985; Oldham & Hackman, 1981; Kozlowski & Farr, 1988; 
Rousseau, 1978a). This work emphasized the importance of top
down cross-level contextual effects on lower-level phenomena. Thus 
group and organization factors are contexts for individual perceptions, at
titudes, and behaviors and need to be explicitly incorporated into mean-
ingful models of organizational behavior. .. 

The second contribution of this research was to make sahent 
emergent phenomena that manifest at higher levels. Although 
organizational policies, practices, and proc~dure~ ar~ ~he ant.e
cedents of individual-level climate perceptIOns, mdlVlduals m 
organizations do not exist in a vacuum. People in groups and sub
units are exposed to common features, events, and processes. They 
interact, sharing interpretations, which over time may converge on 
consensual views of the group or organizational climate (James; 
1982; Kozlowski & Hattrup, 1992). Processes such as attraction, se
lection, and attrition; socialization (Schneider & Reichers, 1983); 
and leadership (Kozlowski & Doherty, 1989) also operate to reduce 

I 
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~he variability of individual differences and perceptions, facilitat
mg common interpretations of the climate. In such conditions, in
dividual-level perceptions can be averaged to represent higher-level 
group, subunit, or organizational climates (Jones &James, 1979: 
Kozlowski & Hults, 1987; Schneider & Bowen, 1985). This work 
e~ph~ized the importance of bottom-up emergent processes that 
YIeld hIgher-level phenomena. Thus individual social-psychological 

. processes can be manifest as group, subunit, and organizational phenom

. ena and need to be explicitly incorporated into meaningful models of orga
nizational behavior. 

Multilevel Organizational Theory and Research 
Overview 

Although interest in the development and testing of multilevel the
oretical models has increased dramatically in the past decade, there 
have been relatively few efforts to provide multilevel theoretical 
frameworks for organizational researchers (e.g., House et aI., 1995; 
Klein et aI., 1994; Rousseau, 1985). Multilevel theory building pre
sent~ a substantial challenge to organizational scholars trained, for 
the most part, to "think micro" or to "think macro" but not to 
"think micro and macro"-not, that is, to "think multileveL" Our 
goal is to explain fundamental issues, synthesize and extend exist
ing frameworks, and identify theoretical principles to guide the de
velopment and evaluation of multilevel models. 

In the first part of this section, we describe multilevel theoreti
cal processes, providing insights into and principles for "thinking 
multileveL" The issues we examine are central to the development 
of multilevel theories and provide conceptual guidance for theo
rists seeking to develop specific multilevel models. In the second 
part of this section, we focus on model operationalization. Most of 
the difficulties of conducting multilevel research have concerned 
the consequences ofincongruent levels among constructs, mea
sures, or analyses (for example, misspecification errors, aggregation 
biases, ecological correlation; see Burstein, 1980; Firebaugh, 1979; 
Freeman, 1980; Hannan, 1991; Robinson, 1950; Thorndike, 1939). 
We prOvide principles to guide the interested researcher through 
the problem of model specification. 
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The principles we derive are intended to be general guidelines 
applicable to most circumstances; they are not immutable laws. We 
acknowledge at the onset that the ~omplexity of the issu~s i~volv~d 
in multilevel theory makes excepuons to the general pnnclples m
evitable. In such cases, theory takes precedence--that is the one 
overarching principle. 

Principles for Multilevel 
Organizational Theory Building 
This section describes fundamental theoretical processes that pro
vide the underpinnings for developing multilevel theories. We 
hope to assist readers in emulating and exten~ing .the best o~ cur
rent multilevel thinking. Toward this end, we hlghbght estabbshed 
principles and consider provocative new possibilitie.s for multilevel 
theory building and research. For ease of presentation, we present 
central principles of multilevel theory building and research or
ganized around the what, how, where, when, and why (and why not) 
of multilevel theoretical models. 

What 
On what should multilevel theory building and research focus? 
The possibilities are virtually endless, reflecting the full breadth of 
organizational processes, behavior, and theory. Nevertheless, a few 
guidelines regarding the process of ch?osing a ~ocus fO.r study ar~ 
possible. First, we urge scholars to begm to fashion their the?reU
cal models by focusing on the endogenous constrllct(s) of mter
est: What phenomenon is the theory and research attempting to 
understand? The endogenous construct, or dependent variable, 
drives the levels, constructs, and linking processes to be addressed 
by the theory. Too frequently, researchers begin theory develop
ment with the antecedents of interest: "These are interesting con
structs; I wonder how well they predict generic outcomes." Such 
an approach invites the development of a trivial or misspecified 
theory. Without careful explication of the phenomenon of inter
est, it is exceedingly difficult to specify a meaningful network of 
potential antecedents. 
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PRINCIPLE: Theory building should begin with the designation and defin
ition of the theoretical phenomenon and the endogeneous construct(s) 
of interest. 

Second, multilevel theory is neither always needed nor always 
better than single-level theory. Micro theorists may articulate theo
retical models capturing individual-level processes that are invari
ant across contexts, or they may examine constructs and processes 
that have no meaningful parallels at higher levels. Similarly, macro 
theorists may develop theoretical models that describe the charac
teristics of organizations, distinct from the actions and characteris
tics of organizational subunits (groups, individuals). Although we 
think that such phenomena are likely to be rare, in such cases multj
level theory building is not necessary. 

Finally, theorists may also find it impractical to develop multi
level models for processes, relationships, and outcomes new to or
ganizational science; that is, when tackling phenomena previously 
unexplored in the organizational literature, a theorist may find il 
helpful to initially act as if the phenomena occur at only one level 
of theory and analysis. In this way, a theorist temporarily restricts his 
or her focus, putting off consideration of multilevel processes for a 
period. Huselid's work (1995) on strategic human resource manage
ment provides an example. Huselid has documented organization
level relationships among human resource practices, aggregate em
ployee outcomes, and finn financial perfonnance, but what are the 
cross-level and emergent processes-the linkages of individual re
sponses to human resource practices-that mediate the relationship 
between organizational human resource practices and organiza
tional perfonnance? The time is now ripe for such multilevel theory 
building (Ostroff & Bowen, Chapter Five, this volume). 

Having acknowledged that there may be instances in which 
multilevel models may be unnecessary, we also offer the following 
caveat: given the nature of organizations as hierarchically nested 
systems, it will be difficult in practice to find single-level relations 
that are unaffected by other levels. The set of individual-level phe
nomena that are invariant across contexts is likely to be very small. 
Similarly, the set of group- or organization-level phenomena that 
are completely uninfluenced by lower levels is also likely to be 
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small. Failure to account for such effects when they exist will yield 
incomplete or misspecified models. 

PRINCIPLE: Multilevel theoretical models are relevant to the vast majority of 
organizational phenomena. Multilevel models may, however, be unnec
essary if the central phenomena of interest (a) are uninfluenced by 
higher-level organizational units, (b) do not reflect the actions or cog
nitions of lower-level organizational units, and/ or (c) have been little 
explored in the organizational literature. Caveat: Proceed with caution! 

How 
By definition, multilevel models are designed to bridge micro and 
macro perspectives, specifying relationships between phenomena 
at higher and at lower levels of analysis (for example, individuals 
and groups, groups and organizations, and so on). Accordingly, a 
multilevel theoretical model must specify how phenomena at dif
ferent levels are linked. Links between phenomena at different lev
els may be top-down or bottom-up. Many theories will include both 
top-down and bottom-up processes. 

Top-down processes: contextual influences. Each level of an organiza
tional system is embedded or included in a higher-level context. 
Thus individuals are embedded within groups, groups within or
ganizations, organizations within industries, industrial sectors 
within environmental niches, and so on. Top-down processes de
scribe the influence of higher-level contextual factors on lower lev
els of the system. Fundamentally, higher-level units may influence 
lower-level units in two ways: (1) higher-level units may have a di
rect effect on lower-level units, and/or (2) higher-level units may 
shape or moderate relationships and processes in lower-level units. 

An organization has a direct effect on the behavior of its indi
vidual employees when, for example, its culture determines the ac
cepted patterns of employee interaction and work behavior (for 
example, how formally employees address each other, or the ex
tent to which employees question their supervisors' directives). An 
organization has a moderating effect on lower-level relationships 
when the relationship between two lower-level constructs changes 
as a function of organizational context. Thus, for example, the re
lationship between employees' conscientiousness and performance 
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may vary across organizational contexts. In contexts that provide 
autonomy and resources, conscientiousness may be associated with 
performance. However, contexts low on autonomy and resources 
are likely to constrain the effects of conscientiousness on perfor
mance, hence the relationship will be weak. 

PRINCIPLE: Virtually all organizational phenomena are embedded in a 
higher-level context, which often has either direct or moderating effects on 
lower-level processes and outcomes. Relevant contextual features and ef 
fects from the higher level should be incorporated into theoretical models. 

Bottom-up processes: emergence. Many phenomena in organizations 
have their theoretical foundation in the cognition, affect, behav
ior, and characteristics of individuals, which-through social in
teraction, exchange, and amplification-have emergent properties 
that manifest at higher levels. In other words, many collective COIl

structs represent the aggregate influence of individuals. For ex
ample, the construct of organizational culture-a particularly 
broad and inclusive construct-summarizes the collective charac
teristics, behaviors, and values of an organization's members. Or
ganizational cultures differ insofar as the characteristics, behaviors, 
and values of organizational members differ.' 

Bottom-up processes describe the manner in which lower-level 
properties emerge to form collective phenomena. The emergence 
of phenomena across increasingly higher levels of systems has been 
a central theme of GST. Formative effort'! to apply CST focus on the 
structure of emergence-that is, on the higher level, collective stnu:
ture that results from the dynamic interactions among lower-level 
elements. The broad system typologies of Boulding (1956) and 
Miller (1978) attempt to capture the increasingly complex col
lectivities that are based on lower-level building blocks of the sys
tem. Thus, for example, interactions among atoms create molecular 
structure, or interactions among team members yield team effec
tiveness. This perspective views an emergent phenomenon a'! unique 
and holistic; it cannot be reduced to it') lower-level elements (c.g .. 
Dansereau et aI., 1984). 

A more contemporary perspective, one that has its roots in 
GST, derives from theories of chaos, self-organization, and com
plexity, and it views emergence as both process and structure. This 
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perspective attempts to understand how the dynamics and inter
actions of lower-level elements unfold over time to yield structure 
or collective phenomena at higher levels (Arthur, 1994; <?ell-~ann, 
1994; Kauffman, 1994; Nicolis & Prigogine, 1989; Pngogln.e & 
Stengers, 1984). This perspective is not a reversion to red~cuon
ism' rather, it is an effort to comprehend the full complexity of a 
syst~m-its elements, their dynamic~ over time, and ~e means by 
which elements in dynamic interaction create collective p~enom
ena (e.g., Cowan, Pines, & Meltzer, 1994). The two perspectives are 
compatible but different. We draw on this latter p~rspective and 
attempt to understand both process and structure In our concep-
tualization of emergence. ., .. 

Emergence can be characteri~ed by two.quahta~vely distinct 
types--composition and compilation-th~t may b~ Jux~posed ~ 
anchors for a range of emergence altemauves. To slmphfy the dIS
cussion that follows and make distinctions more apparent, w~ treat 
composition and compilation as ideal or p~re types. L~ter I~ the 
chapter, we further elaborate their underl}'1nf? theoretical differ
ences, discuss interaction processes and dynamiCS that shape ~mer
gence, and explore forms of emergence that are. ~ore akin to 
composition or more akin to compi~ation. Composztzon, based on 
assumptions of isomorphism, descrIbes phenomena that are e~
sentially the same as they emerge upward across levels. ComposI
tion processes describe the coalescenc~ o~ identical lower-level 
properties-that is, the convergence of simIlar lower-level charac
teristics to yield a higher-level property that is essentially th~ same 
as its constituent elements. Compilation, based on assumptIOns of 
discontinuity, describes phenomena that comprise a common do
main but are distinctively different as they emerge across levels. 
The concepts are functionally equivalent-that is, they occupy es
sentially the same role in models at different levels, but they ~re 
not identical, as in composition. Compilation processes des~nbe 
the combination of related but different lower-level properues
that is, the configuration of different lower-level char~cteristics .to 
yield a higher-level property that is functionally eqUivalent to Its 
constituent elements. 

The distinction between composition and compilation forms 
of emergence is best illustrated with examples. ~on~ider the. com
position model for psychological and orgamzauonal chmate 
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(james, 1982; Kozlowski & Hattrup, 1992). It indicates that both 
constructs reference the same content, have the same meaning 
and shar~ the same nomological network (jones &James, 1979; 
Kozlow~kl ~ Hults, 1~87). For example, an organization's climate 
for s.ervrce IS a reflection of organizational members' shared per
ceptIOns ~f the extent to which organizational policies, procedures, 
and practices reward and encourage customer service (Schneider 
& ~~wen, 1985): An organization's climate for service-whether 
pOSitive or negative-emerges from the shared, homogeneous per
ce~tions ~f organizational members. Thus individual and organi
zational chma~es ~re e.ssentially the same construct, although there 
are sO.me qual .. tatiV~ differences at higher levels. Organizational cli
m~te IS ~ore mcluslve and may have some unique antecedents rel
ative to Its lowe~-l~vel origin in psychological climate (Rousseau, 
1988). Composlt.lOn models based on isomorphic assumptions 
have been the pnmary means of conceptualizing emergent phe
nomena (Brown & Kozlowski, 1997; House et aJ., 1995). We de
scribe collective phenomena that emerge through composition 
process~s as shared properties, and we discuss them in more detail 
In a subsequent section. 

Sometimes lower-level characteristics, behaviors, and perceptions 
may not coales~e. Instead, lower-level characteristics, behaviors, 
and/or perceptions may vary within a group or organization and 
yet .the configuration or pattern of lower-level characteristic;, be
haVIOrs, and(or perceptions may nevertheless emerge, bottom-up, 
to charactenze the unit as a whole. Consider, for example, individ
ual and team performance. The compilation model for individual 
and. team perfo~mance re~erences performance as a functionally 
equ~valent domam but speCifies different antecedents and processes 
a.t different levels (Kozlowski, Gully, Nason, & Smith, 1999). Indi
:r.dual per~ormance entails task-specific knowledge, skills, and abil
Ities. DyadiC pe~fonnance entails coordinated role exchanges. Team 
perf?rmance IS a complex function of specific individual and 
dyadl~-networked-contributions. Thus, in compilation models, 
the higher-level phenomenon is a complex combination of diverse 
lower-level contiibutions (Ko~lowski, 1998, 1999), The fonn of emer
?ence de~cribed by compilation is not widely recognized and yet is 
mhe~ent m many common phenomena, including the domains of 
learnmg, performance, norms, power, conflict, and effectiveness, 
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among many others. Compilation-b~ed emergen~ p~ocesses ar~ 
relatively little explored from a ~ulttlevel p~rspective m the orga
nizational literature. We descnbe collective phenomena: that 
emerge through compilation processes as confiK'!'ral properties and 
discuss them in more detail in a subsequent section. : 

The type of emergent process is fundamentally affected b~ the 
nature of social-psychological interactions and can vary for a given 
phenomenon; that is, a particular emergent ph~no~eno.n may be 
compositional in some circumstances and compllational mothers. 
Consider team perf6rmance once again. Team performance 
emerges from the behaviors of individual team members. But does 
team performance emerge as a result of the coalescence of the es
sentially identical behaviors of individual team members so that 
team performance simply reflects the sum or average performance 
ofindividual team members? Or is team performance the result of 
the array or pattern of individual team members' performance
the complex culmination of one team member's excellence on one 
task, another team member's excellence on a second task, and a 
third team member's fortunately inconsequential performance 
on yet a third task? The first conceptualizati~n i~ an ex~mple of 
composition; the second is an example of compllation. Neither c~n
ceptualization is "right" in all circumstances. Rather, the determm
ing factors are the dimension of interest for team performance, th~ 
nature of the team's work-flow interdependence, and the or?am
zational context in which the team exists, among ~thers. ThiS <:x
ample hints at the challen~es inherent.in explicatmg the precise 
bottom-up processes that Yield many higher-level constructs. De
spite the challenges, however, precise exp~icati?~ of these emergent 
processes lays the groundwork for o~era~onahzmg the construct
a point on which we elaborate, later m thIS chapter. 

PRINCIPLE: Many higher-level phenomena emerge from: ch~~acteristics, cog
nition, behavior, affect, and interactions among zndtvzduals. Conc'!P

' tualization of emergent jJhenomena at higher levels should sjJecijy, 
thearetically, the nature and farm of these bottom-up emergent processe~. 

Where 
Virtually ins~parable from the question of how is the question of 
where-that is, precisely where do top-down and bottom-up pro
cesses originate and culminate? The answers to these questions 
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specify the focal entities-the specific organizational levels, unit~ 
or elements-relevant to theory construction. Suppose, for exan 
pIe, that a theorist is interested in the influence of unit climate 01 

individual actions; What is the level of interest? For example, is i 
group climate? division climate? organizational climate? the ell 
mate of the informal friendship network? In the passages that fol 
low, we will first explore the nature of organizational units a 
evoked by multilevel theory and then describe processes that d(' 
termine the strength of the ties that link organizational levels 0 
units. 

Nature of arganizational units. All but the smallest organizations an 
characterized by differentiation (horizontal divisions) and int{' 
gration (vertical levels) . These factors yield myriad entities, unit .. 
or levels. In organizational research, levels of theoretical interest focll' 
on humans and social collectivities. Thus individuals, dyads 
groups, subunits, and organizations are relevant levels (units, 01 

entities) of conceptual interest. The structure is hierarchicalh 
nested so that higher-level units encompass those at lower level; 
Many writers (Brown & Kozlowski, 1997; Freeman, 1980; Glick. 
1985; Hannan, 1991; Simon, 1973) assert the importance of using 
formally designated units and levels for specification; for example. 
leadership research typically defines the "leader" as the formal unil 
manager. Generally speaking, formal unit') can be defined with lit. 
tle difficulty, although there can be exceptions, where unit bound. 
aries or memberships are fuzzy. 

Yet organizations are social systems in which people define 
their own informal social entities (Katz & Kahn, 1966). A variety 01 
phenomena may define units or entities that do not correspond 
with formal unit boundaries. For example, vertical dyad linkag<, 
(VDL) theory (Graen, 1976) posits the formation of in-and Out-

. groups as distinctive entities within a formal unit. Rentch (1990) 
, demonstrates that patterns of social interaction across formalunils 
influenced consensus on organizational climate, indicating that in
formal entities affect sensemaking processes. Often unit specifica
tion is based on expedience rather than on careful consideration. 
This can be problematic when the phenomena ofinterest are ex
amined within formal units but are driven by informal processes 
that yield nonuniform patterns of dispersion (Brown & Kozlowski. 
1997). Therefore, levels and units should be consistent with the 
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nature of the phenomenon of interest (Campbell, 1958; Freeman, 
1980). 

PRINCIPLE: Unit specification (formal versus informal) should be driven 
by the theory of the phenomena in question. Specification of informal 
entities that cut across formal boundariPs, or that occur within formal 
units and lead to differentiation, requires careful consideration, 

Determinants of the strength of ties linking organiz.ational levels or 
units. One overgeneralization of the systems metaphor is that 
everything is related to everything. In reality, some levels and units 
are much more likely than others to be strongly linked, through 
what Simon (1973) refers to as bond strength. The theorist needs to 
chose appropriate units and levels or risk a misspecified or inef
fective theory. Bond strength and related concepts help to explain 
what is likely to be connected across levels, and why. 

Simon (1969, 1973) views social orgariizations as nearly de
composable systems. In other words, limited aspects of the larger 
system can be meaningfully addressed without compromising the 
system's integrity. A social organization can be conceptualized as a 
set of subsystems composed of more elemental components that 
are arrayed in a hierarchical structure. The linkage among levels
individual, group, and organizational-and subsystems is deter
mined by their bond strength, which refers to the extent to which 
characteristics, behaviors, dynamics, and processes of one level or 
unit influence the characteristics, behaviors, dynamics, and pro
cesses of another level or unit (Simon, 1973). The greater the im
plications of one unit's actions for another unit, th,e great~r the 
strength of the bond linking the two units. Therefore, meamngful 
linkages increase in strength with proximity and inclusion, and 
they decrease in strength with distance and independence. 

Other researchers have used similar concepts to express the 
same basic principle. Weick (1976) uses the concept of coupling to 
reference decomposable subsystems. House and colleagues (1995) 
describe inclusion as the proportion of a lower-level unit's activities 
that are devoted tq a higher level; units that are highly included 
will be more closely linked to the higher level. Kozlowski and Salas 
(1997) use the term embeddedness to describe how lower-level phe
nomena are aligned with contextual factors and processes that' 
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originate at higher levels in the organizational system; alignm( 
reflects strong bonds or inclusion across levels. Technostructu 
factors such .as organizational goals, technology, and structure, 
well ~ enablmg processes such as leadership, socialization, and (' 
ture, mfluence embeddedness. From an interactionist perspectj, 
In~ik (1968) and James andJones (1976) assert that strong inr. 
actlon~ between levels require propinquity of structure and procc 
and ahgnment of content. Constructs and processes implicateci 
bond strength, coupling, inclusion, and embeddedness will I 
more strongly linked across levels for relevant units. 
. This has obvious implications for models that incorporate m I 

tlple levels or units. Proximal, included, embedded, and direci 
c?upled levels and units exhibit more meaningful relations th;1 
distal levels or loosely coupled units. Moreover, the content \II 
derIying constructs at different levels has to have some meanill' 
ful ~o~nection. For example, work-unit technOlogy and StructUI 
exhibit cr?~level ~ffects on individuals because they constrain til 
charactensucs of Jobs (Kozlowski & Farr, 1988; Rousseau, 1978; 
1978~). The levels are coupled and the content is meaningfully n 

lated m a com~on .network of relations. In contrast, the potenti; 
effects of orgamzatlon-Ievel strategy on individual jobs is likely t. 
be quite smaU. This does not mean that strategy has no effeci 
rather,. its effects are mediated through so many intervening Ic\ 
els, U~lts, and content domains that direct effects are likely to b, 
~ery difficult to detect at the individual level because bond strengtl 
IS weak and the focal content is not meaningfully related. The el 
fects of strategy are likely to be indirect. 

PRINCIPL~: Linkages across le1.lels are more likely to be exhibited for proxi 
mal, mcluded, embedded, and/or directly cou/Jled levels and entities. 

PRINCIPLE: Linkages are more likely to be exhibited jor constructs that taj 
content domains underlying meaningful interactions across levels. 

When 

Time .is r?rely a consideration in either single-level or multilevcl 
orgamzatl~nal models (Hou~e e~ aI., 1995), yet it is clearly the case 
that many If not most orgamzauonal phenomena are influenced 
and shaped by time. Here we explore three ways in which time mar 
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be incorporated into a multilevel model, increasing the rigor, cre
ativity, and effectiveness of multilevel theory building. 

Time as a boundary condition or moderator. Many organizational phe
nomena have a unidirectional effect on higher- or lower-level or
ganizational phenomena, but. multilevel ~elati~nships are not 
always so simple; instead, over time the ~e~atiO?ShiP betwe~n phe
nomena at different levels may prove bidIrectional or recIprocal. 
A given phenomenon may appear to originate at a higher or lo~er 
level according to the theorist's assumption about the current time 
point in a stream or cycle of events. The failure, quite common, .to 
make such assumptions explicit can lead to apparently contrad~c
tory models of the same phenomenon and to debates about Its 
"true" level. . 

For example, organizational culture is mo~e li~el~ to be based 
on emergent processes, either when the .or~am~ation IS at ~n early 
point in its life cycle or when the orgamzationlS undergOl.ng dra
matic change. In effect, individual sensemakin.g and social con
struction are more active and have a greater Impact when the 
organizational context is ambiguous or in a state of flu~. There
fore development or change in organizational culture Will appear 
to be a bottom-up process. Over time, however, culture ~ecomes 
stable and institutionalized. Formative events that were sahent dur
ing emergence become the stuff of myth, legend, ~n? tradition. 
Founding members move on. New members are SOCialIzed and as
similated into enduring contexts that resist change. Therefore, or
ganizational culture appears to have a top-down influence on 
lower-level units. 

The distinction between the two perspectives just sketched 
does not have to do With which one represents the "tnle" model of 
organizational culture; both are veridical. ': var~ety of factors and 
processes can influence the apparent directIon, top-do~n or 
bottom-up, of a cross-level process. This illustrates the ~ecesslty for 
the theorist to explicitly specify the temporal assumptIOns for the 
phenomenon in question. Thus time may serve as a boundary con
dition for the model; for example, the theorist states that the· 
model applies only to mature organizations, or only to new ones. 
Alternatively, in a theoretical model, time may serve as a mod era-
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t~r of.the phenomenon; for example, the theorist posits that the 
dIrectIon (top-down or bottom-up) and effects of the phenome
non vary as a function of the organization's maturity. 

PRIN~IPLE: !he temporal scope, as well as the point in the life cycle of a so
czal ~tzty, affect the apparent origin and direction of many phenom
ena m such a way that they may appear variously top-duum, bottom-up, 
or both. Theory must explicitly specify its temporal reference points. 

Time-scale variations across levels. Differences in time scales affect 
.the nature of links among levels (Simon, 1973). Lower-level phe
nomena tend to have more rapid dynamics than higher-level and 
~mergent phenomena, which makes it is easier to detect change 
m lo~er-Ie~el enti~es. This is one reason why top-down models pre
d?m~nate m the lIterature. For example, efforts to improve orga
mzatlOnal outcome~ (for example, quality) through training (for 
example, tota.l-~uahty man~ge~ent, or TQM) assume emergent 
effe~ts that ongmate at the mdlViduallevel. Models of training ef
fectiveness focus on the transfer of trained skills to the perfor
mance set.ting. Higher-level contextual support (for example, a 
transfer clImate; see Rouiller & Goldstein, 1993) enhances trans
fer i~ SUc? a wa~ that the effects ofTQM training on quality are 
rel~tI.vely Immedla.te. ~owever, the eff~ct of individual-level TQM 
trammg on or?amzatlonal outcomes IS emergent and requires a 
much longer tIme scale. Individual cognition, attitudes, and be
haviors must combine through social and work interactions. De
pending on the nature of the vertical transfer process, individual 
outcom~s will compose or compile to the group level and, over 
longer time frames, will yield organizational Olltcomes (Kozlowski 
& Salas, 1997; Kozlowski, Brown, Weissbein, & Cannon-Bowers, 
Chapter Fou~, this v.ol~me). Thu~ contextual or top-down linkages 
can be ma~lfest wlthm sl.lOrt time frames, whereas emergent, 
bottom-up hnkages necessitate longer time frames. 

PRINCIPLE: Time-scale differences allow top-down eJftcts on lower levels to 
",:anijest quickly. Bottom-up emergent effects manifest over longer pe
nods. Research designs must be sensititJe to the temporal requirements 
of theory. 
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One implication of this effect o~ time scale. is ~at ?henomena 
at different levels may manifest at dIfferent POInts In time. For ex
ample Kozlowski and his colleagues have proposed that team per
forma~ce compiles and emerges across levels, from individuals to 
dyads to teams, at different points in the t~am-develop~ent 
process (Kozlowski et al., 1994, ~999) .. O~hers, In ~elated fashIOn. 
have noted that level of a relatIOnship m a multilevel model
homogeneous groups, heterogeneous groups, or i~dependent 
individuals-can be influenced by factors that, over time, change 
the level of the relationship (Dansereau, Yammarino. & Kohles, 
1999). 

.l!.ntrainment: changing linkages over time. The term entrainmen.t refe~s 
to the rhythm, pacing. and synchronicity of processes that lmk dif
ferent levels (Ancona & Chong, 1997; House et aI., 1995). Cou
pling across levels or units is tightened during periods of greater 
entrainment. Entrainment is affected by task cycles and work 
flows, budget cycles, and other temporally structured events that 
pace organizational life (Ancona & Chon~, 1997). For example, 
the concept of entrainment has been used In the group and. team 
performance literature to capture the idea that.work-flow mter
dependence is not necessarily uniform over time; .rat~.er. the 
degree of interdependence or coupling can vary slg~Iflcantly 
depending on the timing of events or acts t.hat reqUire a syn
chronous and coordinated response (e.g., Fleishman & Zaccaro, 
1992; Kozlowski, Gully, McHugh, Salas, & Cannon-Bowers, 1996; 
Kozlowski et aI., 1999; McGrath, 1990). Thus levels or units that 
ordinarily are loosely coupled will be tightly coupled during pe-
riods of synchronicity. .. . 

Accordingly, entrainment processes must be conSidered ?ur
ing theory construction. Further, entrainment has rather ob~ous 
implications for research designs that intend ~o. capture entraIned 
processes. At some points in the cycle, two entItIes ?r levels m~y be 
tightly coupled or entrained, whereas at othe~ pOl~ts ~l~ey ~Ill be 
decoupled and will appear independent. Thl~ vanablhty creates 
demands for precise theory and measure~e~t In order .to capture 
the coupling; data collection must be sensItIve to entramment cy
cles and periods. 
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PRINCIPLE: Entrainment can tightly couple phenomena that ordinarily arp 
only loosely coupled across levels. Theories that address entrained phe
nomena must specifJ appropriate time cycles and must employ those cy_ 
cles to structure research designs. 

Why and Why Not? 

~gument by assertion is invariably a poor strategy for theory build
mg. ~gument ~y logical analysis and persuasion-argument thai 
explams whY-IS always preferable. In multilevel theory building 
explaini,~g ~hy is not ~erely preferable but essential. A great deai 
of or?a~llz~tlon~1 multIlevel theory building spans organizational 
su~(hsclphnes (mdustrial/organizational psychology and organi
~tIonal t~eory, for example). Therefore, the unstated assumptions 
I~ a .m~ltllevel theory may be obvious to the members of one sub
dlsclphne but not to the members of another. who are also in
terested in the new multilevel theory. Furthermore multilevel 
theories often incorporate novel constructs (for exa~ple, team 
mental models. or organizational learning) . The meaning of such 
constr~cts may well.be obscured in the absence of thorough ex
planations c?ncernmg .why. Finally, multilevel data analysis has 
been the subject of conSiderable and continuous debate. Conflict'> 
regarding the best way to analyze multilevel models abate consid
erably. !lOwcver, in the presence of carefully and fully explicated 
the?retlcal models (Klein et al.. 1994) that make the choice of an
alytical strategy clear (Klein, Bliese et al.. Chapter Twelve. this vol
ume). Thus multilevel theorists must not only specify what, how, 
where, and When but also why: Why are relationships in the model 
conceptualized as. top-down rather than "bottom-up? Why are con
structs conce~tuahzed as compositional rather than compilational? 
Why are predictors assumed to have immediate rather than long
term consequences for the outcomes of interest? 

N~arly as .imp?rtant as the question of why, and perhaps even 
more mterestl?g, IS the question of why not. Why might bottom-up 
proc.esses not ~eld a group-level property? That is. why might mem
bers perceptions not converge to form a shared unit norm or cli
~ate? Why .mi~ht top-dOW? processes not constrain relationships 

,In an ~rgamzat~onal subt~ll1t? Why might predictors. hypothesized 
to be mfluentIaI over time, prove instead to have immediate 
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consequences? In exploring why not, theorists may refine their 
models, incorporating important insights and nuances. This adds 
diversity and depth to theory; it is how a science is built. 

PRINCIPLE: Multilevel theoretical models must provide a' detailed explana
tion of the assumptions undergirding the model. Such explanations 
should answer not only the question of why but also the question of 

why not. 

In sum, rigorous multilevel theories must carefully consider 
what, how, where, when, why, and why not. In what follows, we ex
plicate how these basic questions inform the definition and mea
surement of constructs in multilevel models. We then describe 
distinctive forms or frameworks that multilevel models may take, 
the kinds of research designs and samples necessary to test multi
level models, and possible data analytic strategies. 

Principles for Model Specification: Aligning 
Constructs, Measures, Models, Design, and Analyses 

Many of the controversies and problems associated with multilevel 
research are based on misspecifications or misalignments among 
the theoretical level of constructs, their measurement, and their 
representation for analysis. Misalignment is a pro~l~m for any re
s(~i\rch design that incorpor,\tes mixed levels, but It IS also a prob
lem for single-level research that incorporates emergent constructs. 
The nature of these misalignments is well documented elsewhere 
(Burstein, 1980; Firebaugh, 1979; Freeman, 1980; Hannan, 19~1; 
Robinson, 1950; Rousseau, 1985; Thorndike, 1939). The followmg 
are some common problems: blind aggregation of individual-~evel 
measures to represent unit-level constructs, use of unit-level mea
sures to infer lower-level relations (the well-known problems ofag
greg-cHion bias and ecological fallacies), and use ofinfonnants who 
l:lck nnique' knowkdf{r. or expcliellcc to assess unit-level constmcts. 

:\h.'-:lh~lUut"n~ ,k-gl',t\'k- t."OI\~fntl'( \-al.dl~· and ere-aft" ronrenl5: 
about generalizability. To build theoretical models that are clear and 
persuasive, scholars must explicate the nature of their constructs 
with real care. Precise explication lays the foundation for sound 
measurement. Constructs thatare conceptualized and measured at 
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different levels may be combined in a variety of distinctive multilevel 
models. Research design and analytical strategies need to be aligned 
with the levels inherent in these models. Principles relevant to these 
concerns are considered in the remainder of this section. 

Constructs in Multilevel Theory 
Construct level and origin. Constmcts are the building blocks of or
ganizational theory. A constmct is an abstraction used to explain 
an apparent phenomenon. The level of a construct is the level at 
which it is hypothesized to be manifest in a given theoretical 
model-the known or predicted level of the phenomenon in ques
tion. Although organizational theorists have often discussed "the 
level of theory," we prefer to use the phrase level of the construct be
cause mixed-level models, by definition, include constmcts that 
span multiple levels; that is, generalizations are constrained by the 
level of the endogenous construct ("the level of the theory"), but 
other constructs in a model may be at higher or lower levels. Thus, 
in mixed-level research, the theoretical explanation will span sev
erallevels in the effort to understand an endogenous construct at 
a given focal level. 

The first and foremost task in crafting a multilevel theory or 
study is to define,justifY, and explain the level of each focal con
struct that constitutes the theoretical system. Remarkably, the level 
of many organizational constructs is unclear. This problem, we 
have noted, once plagued the climate literature. Researchers and 
critics asked whether climate was to 'be conceptualized and mea
sured as an organizational (unit) construct or as a psychological 
(individual) one. Climate researchers resolved this question, dif
ferentiating explicitly between a consensual unit climate and its 
origins in psychological climate. However, the question of level is 
often unasked in other research. Consider the familiar construct 
of worker participation. What is it" level? Is worker participation 
an individual-level phenomenon, describing the influence an in
dividual exert" in unit decisions? Or is worker participation at the 
unit level, describing a set of formal structures and work practices 
(for example, quality circles) characteristic of units, not individu
als? For the most part, the participation literature reveals neither 
clear consensus regarding the level of the construct nor explicit 
discussion ofits level (Klein et aI., 1994). . 
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PRINCIPLE: The theorist should explicitly specify the level of each construct 
in a theoretical system. 

In specifying the level of a construct, the theorist must build a 
targeted theory, or "mini theory," of the phenomenon, explicating 
where, when, and how the construct forms and is manifest. Many 
phenomena we study in organizations have their theoretical origins 
in the cognition, affect, and behavior of individuals but emerge, 
through compositional or compilational processes, to manifest as 
higher-level phenomena. A given construct may be an individual
level construct in some circumstances and a unit-level construct in 
others. When a theorist specifies that a construct originates at the 
individual level and manifests at a higher level, the theorist must 
explicate when, how, and why this process occurs. The theoretical 
foundation for emergent effects must be at the level of origin. 
When psychological and social-psychological phenomena are emer
gent at higher levels, the researcher needs to distinguish the level 
of theoretical origin and the level at which the focal construct is 
manifest-the level of the construct. The researcher must also ~x
plain the theoretical process that yields higher-level emergence
the conditions in which the higher-level construct exists or does not 
exist. This is essential to determining an appropriate me~ns of as
sessing and representing the emergent higher-level construct. 

PRINCIPLE: When higher-level constructs are based on emergent processes, 
the level of origin, the level of the construct, and the nature of thf! emer
gent process must be explicitly specified by the theory. 

We elaborate further in what follows, explaining links between 
the previously described principles of multilevel theory (what, 
where, when, how, why, and why not) and the definition, explica
tion, and measurement of theoretical constructs. Our quarrel with 
much of the existing theoretical literature on organizations is not 
that authors are too complex in characterizing the multiple, even 
shifting, levels of their constructs but just the opposite: that, too 
often, authors' conceptualizations of th<r theoretical processes and 
levels of their constructs lack important detail, depth, and com
plexity. We now consider different types of higher-level constructs 
and address the implications for measurement. 

" , 
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Types of unit-level constructs. Unit-level constructs describe entities 
composed of two or more individuals: dyads, groups, functions, di
visions, organizations, and so on. In the organizational literature. 
many problems and controversies revolve around the definition, 
conceptualization,justification, and measurement of unit-level con
structs. The "level" of many higher-level constructs (culture, lead
ership, or participation, for example) is often debated. The debate 
is due in part to the potential for these constructs to emerge from 
lower-level phenomena. 

To help resolve the controversies and confusion that often sur
round the definition, meaning, and operationalization of unit-level 
constructs, we distinguish three basic types: 

1. Global unit properties 
2. Shared unit properties 
3. Configural unit properties 

Global unit properties differ from shared and configural unit 
properties in their level of origin. Global unit properties originate 
and are manifest at the unit level. Global unit properties are sin
gle-level phenomena. In contrast, shared and configural unit prop
erties originate at lower levels but are manifest as higher-level 
phenomena. Shared and configural unit properties emerge from 
the characteristics, behaviors, or cognitions of unit members--and 
their interactions-to characterize the unit as a whole. Shared and 
configural unit properties represent phenomena that span two or 
more levels. Shared unit properties are ,essentially similar across 
levels (that is, isomorphic), representing composition forms of 
emergence. In contrast, con figural unit properties are functionally 
equivalent but different (that is, discontinuous), representing com
pilation forms of emergence. Configural unit properties capture 
the variability or pattern of individual characteristics, constructs, 
or responses across the members of a unit. We elaborate in what 
follows, and then we discuss how the nature of a unit construct in
fluencesits measurement.4 

Global unit properties. Global constructs pertain to the relatively ob
jective, descriptive, easily observable characteristics of a unit that 
originate at the unit leveL Global unit properties do not originate 
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in individuals' perceptions, experiences, attitudes, demographics, 
behaviors, or interactions but are a property of the unit as a whole. 
They are often dictated by the unit's structure or function. Group 
size and unit function (marketing, purchasing, human resources) 
are examples of global properties. There is no possibility of within
unit variation because lower-level properties are irrelevant; indeed, 
any within-unit variation is most-likely the result of a procedure 
that uses lower-level units to measure the global property. If, for 
example, group members disagree about the size of their group, 
someone has simply miscounted. Unit size has an objective stand
ing apart from members' characteristics or social-psychological 
processes. In cont;rast, "perceived group membership" is an entirely 
different type of construct. 

Shared unit properties. Constructs of this type describe the charac
teristics that are common to--that is, shared by-the members of 
a unit. Organizational climate, collective efficacy, and group norms 
are examples of shared unit-level properties. Shared unit proper
ties are presumed or hypothesized to originate in individual unit 
members' experiences, attitudes, perceptions, values, cognitions, 
or behaviors and to converge among group members as a function 
of attraction, selection, attrition, socialization, social interaction, 
leadership, and other psychological processes. In this way, shared 
unit properties emerge as a consensual, collective aspect of the unit 
as a whole. Shared unit properties are based on composition mod
els of emergence, in which the central assumption is one of iso
morphism between manifestations of constructs at different levels; 
the constructs share the same content, meaning, and construct va
lidity across levels. When researchers describe and study shared 
unit properties, they need to explain in considerable detail the the
oretical processes predicted to yield restricted within-unit variance 
with respect to the Constructs of interest: How does within-unit con
sensus (agreement) or consistency (reliability) emerge from the 
individual-level characterist.ics (experiences, perceptions, attitudes, 
and so on) and interaction processes among unit members? 

Configural unit properties. Constructs of this type capture the array, 
pattern, or configuration of individuals' characteristics witlIin a 
unit. Configural unit properties, like the shared properties of a 
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~nit, originate at the individual level. Unlike shared unit propel 
tIes, however, configural unit properties are not assumed to co;, 
lesce and converge among the members of a unit. The individu;, 
contributions to configural unit properties are distinctly differenl 
Therefore, configural unit properties have to capture the array (I 
th~se differenti~ contributio~s to the whole. Configural unit prol 
ertles charactenze patterns, dIstribution, and I or variability amon~ 
m~mbers' c~ntributions to the unit-level phenomenon. Con figur; , 
umt properties do not rest on assumptions of isomorphism and c(' 

alesc~ng .processes of composition but rather on assumptions of di~ 
contInUIty and complex nonlinear processes of compilation. Th. 
resulting constructs are qualitatively different yet functionall· 
equivalent across levels. 

. Confi.gural unit properties are relatively rare in the organ i 
zatlonal lIterature, but they are not rare in organizations. We cal 
distinguish two types of configural unit properties: descriptive chal 
actenstics, which reference manifest and observable features ant 
latent constructs, which reference hypothetical a~d unobs~rve( 
properties of the unit in question. Descriptive characteristics an 
straightforward. For example, diversity-the extent to which uni 
members' demographic characteristics are dissimilar-is a con fig 
ural descriptive unit property. However, whereas diversity is a mall 
ifest unit characteristic, it most likely has effects through latell 
constructs that tap underlying psychological differences (e.g. 
Millikin & Martins, 1996). For example, diversity in unit-level s~~ 
or age are descriptive characteristics that may be linked to unit 
level variability for the construct.." of attitudes and values. 

Unit-level conceptualizations of constructs are often configura\. 
For example, the combination of team members' abilities or pel 
sonality characteristics constitutes the configural properties of th. 
unit (Moreland & Levine, 1992). C'.onfigural constructs may also Car' 
ture the pattern of individual perceptions or behavior within a unit 
For example, team performance is often regarded ali a global prop 
erty of the team, yet when individual team members perf 01"11 

different but interdependent tasks, learn performance may be COli 

~e~tuali~ed as a c~nfigural construct; team members do not engagr 
m Identical behavIOrs (Kozlowski et aI., 1999). Finally, network chal 
acteristics (for example, network density) are configural inso 
far as they depict the pattern of the relationships within a unit (01 
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network) as a whole (Brass, 1995). Configural unit proper~es are 
based on compilation models of emergence (e.g., Kozlowski et at, 
1999). When studying configural unit properties, r~sear~hers ne~d 
to explain in detail the theoreticalp~ocesses by which diffe.rent 10-

dividual contributions combine to Yield the emergent umt prop
erty-that is, how are the individual origins rep~esented in the 
summary, pattern, configuration, or array of the umt-Ievel property? 

PRINCIPLE: Theorists whose models contain unit-level constructs should in-
dicate explicitly whether their construc~s are glo~al unit propertie~, 
shared unit properties, or configural unzt propertzes. The type oj unzt
level construct should drive its Jorm oj measurement and representa
tion Jor analyses. 

Levels of Measurement 
Basic issues. The level of measurement is the level at which data are 
collected to assess a given construct. Individual-level con~tructs 
should of course be assessed with individual-level data. UnIt-level , , . 
constructs, in contrast, may be assessed with either unit-level 'Or 10-

dividual-level data. When unit-level constructs are assessed with 
unit-level measures, an expert source (a subject matter expert, for 
example, or an objective archive) provides a single rating of each 
unit. When unit-level constructs are assessed with individual-level 
measures, unit members provide individual-level data (for exan~
pIe, individual ratings of climate, or individuals' reports of thelr 
own demographic characteristics), which are subsequently com
bined in some way to depict the unit as a whole. Rousseau (19~5, 
p. 31) advises researchers to measure unit-Ie~el c~nstructs wlth 
global (that is, unit-level) data whenever pOSSible: Use of global 
data is to be preferred because they are more clearly linked to the 
level of measurement, avoiding the ambiguity inherent in aggre
gated data." Klein and colleagues (1994, p. 210~ note that when a 
researcher uses "a global measure to charactenze a group, he or 
she lacks the data needed to test whether members are, indeed, 
homogeneous within groups on the variables of interest." Accord
ingly, Klein and colleagues (1994, p. 210) recommend that re
searchers use global measures to capture unit-level constructs only 
when the level of the construct is "certain" or "beyond question." 
Here, we elaborate on Rousseau's (1985) and Klein and col-
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leagues' (1995) admonitions, advising that the level of measure
ment should be detennined by the type of the unit-level construct. 

Individual-level constructs. Individual-level constructs should, as al
r~ady noted, be assessed at the individual level. For example, indi
Viduals may complete measures of their own job satisfaction, 
turnover intentions, self-efficacy, psychological climate, and so forth. 
In some cases, one or more experts may provide assessments of the 
characteristics of other individuals. This procedure can be used 
when the characteristic is observable, or when the informant has 
unique access to relevant information (Campbell, 1955; Seidler, 
1974). A supervisor may describe his or her individual subordinates' 
performance behavior, an observer may record individual demo
graphic characteristics, or a researcher may use archival records to 
assess individuals' ages, tenure, or experience. In each case, data 
are assigned to individuals and are considered individual-level data, 
Issues of measurement quality are, of course, still relevant. 

Global properties. The measurement of unit-level variables is often 
more complex and more controversial. Least complex and least 
controversial is the measurement of the global properties of a unit. 
By definition, global properties are observable, descriptive charac
teristics of a unit. Global properties do not emerge from individual
level ~xperiences, attitudes, values, or characteristics. Accordingly, 
there IS no need to ask all the individuals within a unit to describe 
its global properties. A single expert individual may serve as an in
formant when the characteristic is observable, or when the inf()r
mant has unique access to relevant in'formation. Thus a vice 
president for sales may report his or her company's sales volume, a 
CEO may report a finn's strategy, or a manager may report a unit's 
function. Although these examples each use an individual respon
dent, the data are considered global unit-level properties, 

Shared properties. In contrast, shared properties of a unit emerge 
from individual members' shared perceptions, affect, and re
sponses. The theoretical origin of shared properties is the psycho
logical level, and so data to assess these constructs should match 
the level of origin. This provides an opportunity to evaluate the 
composition model of emergence underlying the shared property; 
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that is, the predicted shared property may not in fact be sha~ed, in 
which case the data cannot be averaged to provide a meanmgful 
representation of the higher-level construct. Therefore, the ~at~ 
to measure shared unit properties should be assessed at the mdI
vidual level, and shared ness within the unit should be evaluated. 
Given evidence of restricted within-unit variance, the aggregate 
(mean) value of the measure should be assigned to the u~it. ~ev
eral empirical examples of this approach to the conceptuahzatlOn, 
assessment, and composition of unit-level constructs can be found 
in the literature (e.g., Campion, Medsker, & Higgs, 1993; Hofmann 
& Stetzer, 1996; Kozlowski & Hults, 1987). This approach ensures 
both that the data are congru.ent with the construct's origin and 
that they conform to the construct's predicted form of emergence, 
thereby avoiding misalignment. 

Configural properties. When a construct refers to a configural pr?p
erty of a unit, the data to assess the construct derIve from the 
characteristics, cognitions, or behaviors of individual members. 
Individual-level data are summarized to describe the pattern or con
figuration of these individual contributions. As befor~, theory-the 
conceptual definition of the emergent construct--dnves the opera
tionalization of the measure. Configural properties emerge from in
dividuals but do not coalesce as shared properties do. Thus a 
researcher, in operationalizing the configural properties of a ';lni~, 
need not evaluate consensus, similarity, or agreement among mdI
vidual members except to rule out coalescence. The summary value 
or values used to represent the configural property are based on the 
theoretical definition of the construct and on the nature of its emer
gence as a unit-level property. A variety of data-com~ination tech
niques may be used to represent, capture, o~ summ~nz~ configu~l 
properties, including the minimum or maximum, mdlces of varIa
tion, profile similarity, multidimensional scaling, neural nets, net
work analyses, systems dynamics and other nonlinear models, among 
others. The mean of individual members' characteristics is generally 
not an appropriate summary statistic to depict a configural unit 
property, although it may be combined with an indica~or.ofva~ance 
or dispersion (Brown et al., 1996). In the absence ofWlthm-umt con
sensus, means are equifinal, ambiguous, and questionable repre
sentations of higher-level constructs. 
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PRINCIPLE: There is no single best way to measure unit-leuel constructs. ThR 
type of a unit-leuel construct, in addition to its underlying theoretical 
model, determine how the construct should be assessed and opera
tionaliud. As a general rule, global properties should be assessed and 
represented at the unit leuel. Shared and configural properties should 
be a.~sesJed at the leuel of origin, with the form of emergence "fleeted ill 
the model of data aggregation, combination, and representation. 

Establishing the construct validity of shared tnvperties. The assum ption 
of isomorphism that is central to the conceptualization of shared 
constructs requires explicit consideration. There are two primary 
issues relevant to testing models with one or more shared unit 
properties: 

1. Establishing the measurement model 
2. Evaluating the substantive theoretical model 

The issue of the measurement model addresses the construct 
validity of aggregated lower-level measures as representations of 
higher-level constructs. It is generally addressed through examin
ing patterns of within-group variance. Consensus- or agreement
based approaches-for example, rwg(j)-evaluate within-group 
variance against a hypothetical expected-variance (EV) term. 
Agreement is examined for each shared property measure for each 
unit: a construct-by-group approach. Consistency- or reliability
based approaches-for example, ICC(I), ICC(2), and within-and
between analysis (WABA)-evaluate. between-group variance 
relative to total (between and within) variance, essentially exam
ining interrater reliability for each shared property across the sam
ple: a construct-by-sample approach (Kozlowski & Hattntp, 1992; 
Bliese, Chapter Eight, this volume). 

These different treatments have been the source of some de
bate (e.g., George &James, 1993; Yammarino & Markham, 1992). 
Consensus approaches treat issues 1 and 2 as distinct (e.g.,James. 
Demaree, & Wolf, 1984;James et aI., 1993; Kozlowski & Hults. 
1987; Kozlowski & Hattrup, 1992). The strength is that construe I 
misspecification, for any construct in any group, is avoided. The 
disadvantage is that there may be insufficient between-group vari
ance for model evaluation, and this problem will not be revealed 
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until data analysis. Consistency-based approaches treat the issues 
as more unitary (e.g., Yammarino & Markham, 1992). The strength 
is that both within and between variance are considered in the 
computation of reliability, and so aggrega~ed measures al.so have 
adequate between variance for the evaluatton of substanttve rela
tions. The disadvantage is that some constructs may not actually 
have restricted variance in some groups, and so there is some po
tential for construct misspecification, which may be masked in the 
construct-by-sample approach. ' 

We assert that consideration of both within-group and between
group variance is critical. However, the particular approacli cho
sen is a matter of consistency with one's theory and data. Both 
approaches have different strengths and draw~acks. In the appro
priate circumstances, either of the approaches IS acceptable; there 
is no universally preferable approach. 

PRINCIPLE: The assumption of isomarphism of shared unit projJenies should 
be explicitly evaluated to establish the construct valid~ty of the ag
gregated measure. The selection of a consensus- or conslstency~base~ 
approach should be dictated by theory and data; no approach tS Unt

versally preferable. 

Data source, construct, and measurement levels. Individuals as sources 
of data play different roles in measuring the three different types 
of unit constructs. This observation highlights the distinction 
between the data source, on the one hand, and the level of the 
construct and its measurement, on the other. For example, a 
knowledgeable individual may act as the data sou~c.e for a global 
unit property such as size, function, or ~trategy, bu~ m ~~ch a case 
the level of measurement is not conSidered the mdlvldual but 
rather the unit as a global entity. 

A single informant may provide the da~a to measure the c~n
figural or distributional properties of a UnIt when ~he properties 
are directly and reliably observable, or when the mformant .has 
unique access to relevant information. For example, a s~pervlsor 
may report the distribution of m,ales and females m.a ~nIt. A man
ager may report unit members tenure, thus provldmg the data 
necessary for the calculation of a unit's variability with respect to 
tenure. Individual-level performance data may be reported by a 
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team leader to assess the configuration of team performance. III 
these examples, the configural construct is a unit-level construct 
even though the source is a single expert. 

In contrast, a single individual may rarely if ever serve as the 
data source regarding a shared property of the construct. For ex
ample, it is generally not appropriate to use single informantc; (Ie) .. 
example, a supervisor or a CEO) to ac;sess unit or org-<Ulizational c1i
~ate; ~li~ate ori~inates as individual interpretations and emerges 
VIa SOCial mterac~lon, a~d single i~formants are not uniquely situ
ated to know the mner mterpretatlOns of multiple perceivers. Thus 
assessment should model the theory regarding the origin and na-
ture of the construct. ' 

PRINCIPLE: Individuals may serve as eX/Jen informants Jor higher-level con
structs ~he:" they c?n directly obseTTJe or hatle unique knowledge oj thr 
/Jropertl~s m questzon. As a general rule, expert informants are most 
appropnate Jo" the measurement oj global unit-level frro/)erties and ob
servable (manifest) configural pmj)erties. They are least al1Jrojmate Jor 
the measurement of shared /)TO/Jerties and unobservable (latent) con
jiguraljJroperties. 

Item construction. Several authors have provided guidelines for item 
construction, prim~rilr for the measurement of shared properties. 
In general, the adVIce IS to focus respondents on description as op
posed to evaluation of their feelings (James &Jones, 1974) and to 
construct items that reference the higher level, not the level of 
meas~rement (James, 1982; Klein et a1., ,1994; Rousseau, 1985). In 
practice, research has tended to use items framed at both the in
dividual.le~el (?ata source) and at higher levels. Recently, Chan 
(19?~) (hstmgulshed these practices as representing different com
~osltIO~ mod~ls of the constructs in question. For example, Chan 
Vl~WS chmate 1t~m~ referencing self-perceptions- (for example, "I 
thmk my organIzatIOn ... ") as constructs distinct from items that 
tap the same content but reference collective perceptions (for ex
ample, "We think the organization ... ")-what he refers to as "ref
erence shift consensus." 

. .Researc? that has tested the merits of this advice is, however, very 
hmlted. Klem, Conn, Smith, and Sorra (1998) have found that sur
vey items referencing the unit as a whole (for example, "Employees' 
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work here is rewarding") do engender less within-group variability 
and more between-group variability than comparable survey items 
that reference individual experiences and perceptions (for ex
ample, "My work here is rewarding"). However, many climate re
searchers assessing shared unit properties have used self-referenced 
items and have demonstrated meaningful within-unit consensus 
(e.g., Kozlowski & Hults, 1987; Ostroff, 1993; Schneider & Bowen, 
1985). It may well be the case that item content -is critically impor
tant to the unit of reference. Perhaps climate-related content (for 
example, "I think the reward system ... ") that taps the broader 
work environmenfmay be more robust to differences between self
reference versus collective reference. The perspective, whether the 
self or the larger unit, may be largely the same, whereas content 
that taps more variable properties (for example, "My job is ... ") 
may be more sensitive to the point of view incorporated in the item. 

Clearly, more empirical work is needed to establish which item 
characteristics are critical to construct fidelity and which ones are 
not essential. In the meantime, we suggest that researchers employ 
measures consistent with the conceptualization of their constructs, 
using unit-level referents, if possible, to assess shared unit-level con
structs. However, without more definitive empirical evidence, we 
do not encourage this as a litmus test and do not offer a principle. 
We do encourage more empirical research on guidelines for the 
construction of items to assess emergent constructs. 

7ypes of Multilevel Models 
Theoretical models describe relationships among constructs. A mul
tilevel perspective invites-indeed, necessitates-special attention 
to the level of the constructs united within a theoretical model. In 
this section, we build on the preceding section by describing broad 
types of models distinguished by the levels of the constructs they 
encompass, as we)] as by the links they propose among constructs. 
Model specifications are jJIustrated in Figure 1.1. Fo)]owing our de
scription of basic models, we note further complexities in the cre
ation of multilevel models. 

Single-level models. Sirtgle-Ievel models, as their name suggests, spec
ify the relationship between constructs at a single level of theory 
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Figure 1.1. Model Specification. 
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and analysis. Such models are common in our literature and g~n
erally represent particular disciplinary perspectives. Psyc~?logJ.~ts 
are likely to find individual-level models the most famlhar and 
straightforward type of single-level model. Individual-level models 
may be conceptually complex, specifying intricate i?te~a~tional re
lationships among numerous constructs .. Ho~ever, mdlVldual-~ev~1 
models, by definition, ignore the orgamzatlonal context of mdl
vidual perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors .. Th~s t~e ~implicity of . 
individual-level models is in many cases a major hmltatIon: Indeed, 
ignoring the context when it is relevant will lead to biases in the 
examination of construct relations (that is, the standard-error es
timates of parameters will be biased). 

Potentially far more complex are unit-level models, for these 
models may combine the three types of unit constructs in a. va~iety 
of ways, in some cases necessitating mixed-level conceptu.ahzatlon, 
data collection, and analysis. Group-level models that depict the. re
lationship of two global constructs are, from a levels perspective, 
the least complicated. To test these models, a researcher gathers 
unit-level data, consulting objective sources or experts to opera
tionalize constructs. Tests of the effects of organizations' global 
human resource practices (for example, the presence or absenc~ 
of merit pay and quality circles) on objective measures of orgaOl
zational performance provide an example. But such models are 
very simple-perhaps too simple, like their individual-level counter-
parts. We suggest possible elaborations in what follows. . 

More complex, from a levels perspective, are unit-level models 
that include shared constructs. Consider a model linking two 
shared constructs: perhaps, for example, unit climate is hypothe
sized to predict unit morale. In proposing such a model, a scholar 
must explicate not only the processes linking the independent and 
dependent variables but also the processes engendering the eme~
gence of climate perceptions and feelings of morale to the uOlt 
level: How do climate perceptions and feelings of morale, respec
tively, come to be shared by unit members? Further, to test ~u~h a 
model, a researcher must gather data from the level of ons:m
that is, from unit members-ascertaining the presence of restncted 
within-unit dispersion prior to aggregating data measuring the in
dependent variable (climate) and the dependent variable (morale) 
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and conducting unit-level analyses. Thus a seemingly simple unit 
level ~odel may, if it i.n.dudes shared constructs, effectively includ( 
a multilevel (compositional) model in the very definition and op 
erationalization of each shared construct. 

Unit-level models may also link global and shared constructs iI! 
direct and mediated relationships. A researcher may predict, for ex 
ample, that global.or~anizational human resources practices en. 
hance global orgamzational performance by increasing the level 01 
(shared) organ~zational citizenship behavior. In proposing such a 
model, a theonst moves beyond the simple unit-level model 01 

gl~b~ constructs ~already outlined), offering a richer and more so
phisticated analYSIS of the possible determinants of organizational 
performance. IdeaJly, such a theory explicates the influence of 
human resources practices on organizational citizenship behavior. 
the e~er~ence of shared organizational citizenship behavior to the 
?rgaOl~atlOnall~vel, and the influence of shared organizational cit
Izenship behaVior on global measures of organizational perfor
mance. Further, to test such a model, a researcher mUst as before 
collect ~ndividua~-level data to tap the shared construct ~finterest: 

U.mt-Ievel models incorporating configural constructs are also 
pl~uslble. For example, the variation in cognitive ability within a 
umt may be pre~icted to influence global measures of unit perfor
m.ance. Or con.slder a m~r~ complex model: perhaps the person
alIty ~onfi~ra.tion of a umt IS predicted to influence unit creativity; 
that I~, ll?JtS with more.diverse personality types may develop more 
cr~atlve Ideas than uOlts with less dissimilarity. Such a model re
qUires not only the careful definition aild operationalization of 
p~rson~lity. configur~tion b~t. also the careful definition and oper
atlOnahz~tlon of unit creativity. How does unit creativity emerge 
from the Ideas and behaviors of unit members? Is it a shared con
struct-a un~t a;erage--or a configural construct, .reflecting a more 
complex welglung, or configuration, of individual contributions? 
T~ese questions hint at the rigor that a multilevel perspective may 
bnng to the processes of theory building and theory testing. At first 
glance, the construct of unit creativity appears straightforward, un
remarkable. But a further, multilevel examination indicates much 
work to be done in defining, explicating, and operationalizing the 
nature and emergence of unit-level creativity. 
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Cross-level models. Cross-level theoretical models describe the rela
tionship between different independent and depen~ent cons~cts 
at different levels of analysis (Rousseau, 1985). TypIcally, organiza
tional cross-level models describe the top-down impact of higher
level constructs on lower-level constructs (outcomes and processes). 
Although theory often conceptualizes the potential impacts of 
lower-level constructs on higher levels (the impact of newcomers 
on group cohesion, for example), bottom-up cross-Ie~el mode!in? is 
a distinct rarity in the empirical literature because of Its analytic hm
itations. We should note, however, that recent work is beginning to 
address this problem (Griffin, 1997). Here, we outline three pri
mary types of top-down cross-level models: 

1. Cross-level dirltct-effect models predict the direct effect of a 
higher-level (for example, unit-level) con~truct on a lower-level (~or 
example, individual-level) construct. TypIcally, such models predIct 
that the higher-level construct in some way constrains the charac
teristics (for example, perceptions, values, or behaviors) of lower
level entities. Thus, for example, a cross-level direct-effect model 
may highlight the influence of unit technology o~ the n~ture of the 
individual job characteristics in each un~t. R~utin~ Unit t~chnolo
gies are likely to yield jobs that are low tn. discre~lOn, van.ety, ~nd 
challenge. Conversely, uncertain technologtes are hkely to ~eldJobs 
high in discretion, variety, and challenge (e.g., KozlowskI & Farr, 
1988· Rousseau 1978a). Cross-level direct-effect models may, of 
cour~e, highlight the effects of global, shared, or con~gural unit 
properties on lower-level constructs. For example, Unit norms .(a 
shared construct) may constrain individual behavior, 0: the dens~ty 
ofa unit's social network (a configural construct) may tnfluence tn
dividual satisfaction and turnover within the unit Finally, cross-level 
direct-effect models may describe the influence not only of units 
on individuals but of other, higher-level entities (for example, in
dustries) on lower-level entities (for example, organizations). Vari
ants of cross-level direct-cffect models include mixedrdetenninant and 
mixedreffect models (Klein et al., 1994). A mixed-determina?t mo~el 
specifies multilevel determinants (for e~a~p.le, both Unit and tn
dividual) of a single-level (for example, tndlVldual-Ievel) outcome 
or outcomes. A mixed-effect model specifies multiple-level out
comes of a single-level predictor. Thus, for example, an organiza-
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tion's adoption and implementation of a new computerized tech 
nology may engender changes in the image of the organization t( 
outsiders, in the extent to which distinct groups within the orga 
nization coordinate their work tasks, and in individual employees 
feelings of job security as a function of their technical expertis( 
and trust in the organization. Mixed-determinant and mixed-cffec 1 

models may be combined to create complex cross-level models 01 
antecedent and outcome networks. 

2. Cross-level moderator models suggest that the relationship be 
tween two lower-level constructs is changed or moderated by ;1 

characteristic of the higher-level entity in which they are both em 
bedded. One may also formulate the model so that a cross-level re 
lationship between a higher-level construct and a lower-level 
construct is moderated by another lower-level construct. These tw(, 
forms are actually identical because each model specifies direct anel 
interactional effects of the higher- and lower-level constructs on ;1 

lower-level outcome measure. As an example, consider the effect" 
of unit technology on the relation between individual cognitive abil. 
ity and individual job performance. Generally, higher ability i:
associated with higher performance. However, routine unit tech, 
nology limits individual discretion, thereby limiting the relevance 
of cognitive ability to performance. Conversely, uncertain unit tech. 
nology fosters high individual job discretion, allowing cognitive abil. 
ity to enhance job performance. Unit technology thus moderate:
the relationship of individual ability and performance. 

3. Cross-level frog-pond models highlight the effects of a lower-level 
entity's relative standing within a higher-level entity. The term fro/!, 
pond captures the comparative or relative effect that is central to 
theories of this type: depending on the size of the pond, the very 
same frog may be small (if the pond is large) or large (if the ponel 
is small). Also called heterogeneous, t)arts, or individual-within-the-grolI!J 
models (Dansereau et al., 1984; Glick & Roberts, 1984; Klein et al.. 
1994), theoretical models of this type are cross-level models in thaI 
the consequences of some lower-level (typically individual-level) 
construct depend on the higher-level (typically group-level) av
erage for this construct: where one stands relative to the group 
average. Consider, for example, the relationship between an indi
vidual's amount of education and his or her influence in problem
solving discussions within ,a group. A college-educated individual 
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may have a great deal of influence if his or her group members' 
average amount of education is relatively low (few graduated from 
high school), or very little influence if his or hergroup members' 
average amount of education is relatively high (most have post
graduate degrees). Thus the relationship between an individu~l's 
education and his or her influence in a group depends on the m
dividual's relative standing within his or her group's degree of ed
ucation. Frog-pond models of this type, we should note, may be 
categorized in different ways in levels typologies. We h~ve classified 
frog-pond models as cross-level models, but we recognize that frog
pond models do not evoke unit-level const~cts in the"same way as 
the other cross-level models already deSCrIbed. The group aver
age" specified in a frog-pond model is not conceptualized. as a 
shared property of the unit. Indeed, were the construct predicted 
to be shared within each group, then it would make no conceptual 
or empirical sense "to assess individual standing on the construct 
relative to the mean-the hallmark offrog-pond models (X j - the 
group mean of X). Nor is the "group average" con~idered ~ glo.bal 
property of the unit; perhaps the group average, m combmatlon 
with deviations, may be considered a configural property of the 
unit. This insight is subtle and complex, but it may help clarify w~y 
the frog-pond effect has been classified by some scholars as a diS
tinct phenomenon or even as a distinct level of.analysis.Just ~ we 
have created a distinct category for configural UnIt-level properties
unit properties that are characteristics of the unit b~t are neither 
global nor shared (isomorphic)-so others (e.g., Klem et aI., 1994; 
Dansereau & Yammarino, Chapter Ten, this volume), in their con
ceptualizations, have designated frog-pond (heterogeneous or 
parts) models as a distinctive level. 

Homologous multilevel models. These models specify that constructs 
and the relationships linking them are generalizable across orga
nizational entities. For example, a relationship between two or more 
variables is hypothesized to hold at the individual, group, and or
ganizationallevels. Such models are relative rarities. The most com
monly cited example of such a model is Staw, Sandelands, and 
Dutton's (1981) model of threatrigidity. Staw and his colleagues 
posit that the way in which individuals, groups, and organizations 
respond to threat is by rigidly persisting in the current response. By 
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arguing for parallel constructs and homologous linking processes. 
t?~y ~ave developed a homologous multilevel model of threat
ngldl.ty effects .. J:Iowever, the model has not been tested empiri
cally,.lts prop~sItlOns are open to debate (e.g., House et al., 1995). 
and Its attentIOn to construct composition is limited. Lindsley. 
~rass, and Thomas's model (1995) of efficacy-performance spirals 
IS an excellent example of a homologous multilevel model that 
carefully attends to the composition of its constmcts. However W(' 

know of no empirical test, in the published organizational lit~ra
ture, of a fully homOlogous multilevel model. 

Given their generalizability across levels, homologous multilevel 
mo?els are, at their best, uniquely powerful and parsimonious. At 
their worst, however, multilevel homolOgies may be trite. A search 
for parallel and generalizable construct.e; and processes may so re
duce and abstract the phenomenon of interest that the resulting 
~odel may have little value at any level. The bae;ic notion that goals 
mfluence perfo~ance at the individual, group, and organizational 
level~ may b~ valId but not, at least in its bare-bones formulation, 
very mterestmg or useful. A hypothesis that is readily applicable to 
many levels may be a very basic hypothesis, indeed. In the literature 
ther: are examples of eff~rts .to develop and apply homologous 
multtlevel models to orgamzatlOnal behavior (e.g., Kuhn & Beam, 
1982; Tracy, 1989), although these models have had little influence 
~n tl~eory or r~search. Thus the theorist must be aware of the ten
sIOn mherent I~ the construction of multilevel models: good ones 
hav~ the potential to advance and unity our field, but weak ones of
fer httle to our understanding of organi~ational phenomena. 

Sampling in Multilevel Research 

Samfling within and across units. When testing individual-level the
oretlc.al mode.ls, researchers endeavor to ensure that their samples 
COIHam sumcl~n~ between-individual variability to avoid problems 
of range restnctlOn. Sampling issues in multilevel research are 
more complex but comparable. In testing unit-level theoretical 
models (for example, the relationship between organizational cli
mate .a~d org~nizational performance) and mixed-level models 
CO?talnI?g umt- and individual-level variables (for example, the re
I~tlonshlp o~ or?"anizational human resources practices and indi
VIdual orgamzatlonal commitment), researchers must endeavor to 
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ensure that their samples show adequate variability on the con
structs of interest, at all relevant levels in the model. Thus, for exam
ple, it may be inappropriate to test a cros~-lev~l modellin.kin.g a 
group construct to an individual outcome 10 a smgle-orgamzatton 
sample. If a higher-level organizational characteristic constrains 
between-group variability, it will yield range restriction on the mea
sure of the group construct and preclude a fair test of the model. 
Unfortunately, this problem is all too common in levels research. 

In testing models containing shared unit-level constructs, re
searchers must endeavor to obtain samples showing within-unit ho
mogeneity and between-unit variability on the shared constructs. 
Thus, for example, if a theoretical model asserts that units develop 
shared norms over time and that these norms influence unit-level 
or individual-level outcomes, then a test of the model requires 
units in which individuals have worked together for a considerable 
period; newly formed.task groups, for example, would provide an 
inappropriate sample for the study. The researcher's sampling 
goal, then, is to obtain experienced units showing shared norms 
that differ between the units. Alternatively, a researcher may ex
plicitly model and gather data to test the hypothesis that the length 
of time unit members have worked together predicts the emer
gence of shared norms, which in turn influence unit-level,or indi
vidual-level outcomes. In this scenario, the researcher's sample 
should contain units showing substantial variability in the length 
of time that unit members have worked together. This strategy al
lows a researcher to test the variable (time that unit members have 
worked'together) hypothesized to engender the emergence of 
shared norms. The outcome measure for this hypothesis, then, is 
not the level or nature of a shared norm but the extent to which 
the norm is shared (or, conversely, its dispersion across group' 
members). 

The collection of data to test a multilevel.model, or even a 
single unit-level model, is thus likely to be labor-intensive and 
time-consuming. It is not enough to sample many people in one 
organiz.'\tion. The multilevel researcher. whose variables. include 
measures of shared and configural constructs. mm.t ~ampk man)' 
people in many units that are nested in many higher-\(,\·t.'\ units. 
In other words, multilevel research generally n('c('s."itatt'~ ~\mp\ing 
several organizations. units ',;thin these organization~, and iudi;' 
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viduals within these units. To be forewarned is to be forearmed: it 
is not reasonable to whine about range restriction in mixed-level 
data after the factI 

PRINCIPLE: In the evaluation of unit-level or mixed unit-level and individual
level thetmJtical models, the sampling strategy must allow for betwem-unil 
variability at all relevant levels in the model. Appropriate sampling de
sign is essential to an adequate test of such models. 

Sampling across time. In the section on theoretical principles (see 
"Principles for Multilevel Organizational Theory Building," pp. 21-
25), we highlighted the importance of time, as well as its general 
neglect in theory construction for processes that link different lev
els. However, temporal considerations are important not only for 
theory; they are also essential to research design. Two issues are 
central: differential time scales across levels, and entrainment. 

The first issue, differential time scales across levels, concerns 
the fact that higher-level and lower-level phenomena operate on 
different time scales. In general, lower-level phenomena change 
more quickly, whereas higher-level phenomena tend to change 
more slowly, and so it is easier to detect change in lower-level en
tities. This means that top-down cross-level relations, if present, can 
be readily detected with cross-sectional and short-term longitudi
nal designs. In related fashion, emergent phenomena generally 
need longer time frames to unfold and manifest at higher levels. 
and so bottom-up emergent effects require longitudinal designs. 

PRINCIPLE: Time-scale differences allow top-down cross-level effects to be 
meaningfully examined with cross-sectional and short-tenn longitudi
nal designs. Bottom-up emergent effects necessitate long-term longitu
dinal or time-series designs. 

The second issue, entrainment, concerns the fact that the links 
between some phenomena are cyclical; that is, the strength of a link 
may vary over time and wiIJ be detectlble only during periods of en
trainment. Therefore, a theory that includes entrained phenomena 
nCCClillil<ltes a very carefully limed research design that can sample 
rclcvant. data during periods of entrainment. To the extent that 
IlUch a theory represents an efforllo evaluate entrainment as a 
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process, the design must also be capable of samplin~ relevant data 
during periods when the phenomena are not entramed. 

PRINCIPLE: Entrainment tightly links phenomena that are ordinarily only 
loosely connected across leuels. Sampling designs for tM. evaluation of 
theories that propose entrained phenomena must be guzded by theoret
icaUy specified time cycles, to capture entrainment and its absence. 

Anary~cS~re~s . 
Several techniques are available for the analysis of mul~leve.l data: 
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) and contextual analysIs usmg. or
dinary least squares (OLS) regression (e.g., Mossholder & BedeIan, 
1983); cross-level and multilevel OLS regression; WABA (Dansereau 
et al., 1984); multilevel random-coefficient models (MRCM), such 
as hierarchical linear modeling (HLM; Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992); 
and multilevel covariance structure analysis (MCSA; Muthen, 1994). 
The techniques aiffer in their underlying theoretical assumptions 
and are designed to answer somewhat different research questions. 
Therefore, no single technique is invariably superior in all circum
stances; rather, the choice of an analysis strategy is dependent on 
the nature of the researcher's questions and hypotheses. Here we 
see again the primacy of theory in dictating the resolution of levels 
issues. The best way to collect and the best way to test multilevel 
data will depend on the guiding theory. The more explicit and thor
ough the guiding theory, the more effective data collection and 
analysis are likely to be. We provide a brief overview of thes~ an~
lytic approaches here but direct the reader to later chapters m ~hls 
volume for in-depth consideration of contextual and regression 
analysis (james & Williams, Chapter Nine), WABA(Dansereau & 
Yammarino, Chapter Ten), and multilevel random-coefficient mod
els (Hofmann, Griffin, & Gavin, Chapter Eleven). 

ANCOVA and contextual analysis. Among the earliest approaches to 
the analysis of cross-level data were adaptations of ANC~VA ~nd 
the use of OLS regression to conduct contextual analYSIS (Fire
baugh, 1979; Mossholder & Bedeian, 1983). The ANCOVA ap
proach is used to determine whether there is any effect on ~n 
individual-level dependent variable that is attributable to the umt, 
beyond the effect accounted for by individual differences. Essen-. 
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tially, this approach treats the individual-level variables as covari
ates an~ then uses unit membership as an independent variable to 
determme how much variance is attributable to the unit. Unit 
membership as a variable accounts for all possible remaining dif
fere~ces across units. Therefore, this approach cannot identify the 
specific constructs relevant to unit membership that are actually 
responsible for observed differences among groups; such effects 
are unexplai~ed. Nevertheless, to the extent that there are any dif
ferences attnbutable to the grouping characteristic, this approach 
will capture it (Firebaugh, 1979). 

The ~egression approach to contextual analysis typically uses 
aggregation and/or disaggregation to specifY contextual construct<; 
ofinterest. Although it is typically used to determine the effect<; of 
one or more higher-level contextual construct<; on an individual
level dependent variable, it is actually flexible with respect to level. 
"Classic:' contextual analysis includes individual-level predictors 
and umt means on the same predictors, to assess the. relative 
amounts of variance attributable to the unit (Firebaugh, 1979). To 
the extent that unit means on the variables of interest account for 
variance beyond that explained by their individual-level counter
parts, a c?ntextual ~ffect is demonstrated. This approach gener
ally explams less vanance than ANCOVA because the substantive 
unit vari~bles ar~ usu~lly a subset of the total group composite ef
fect, but It does Identify the unit characteristic responsible for dif
ferences. Note that the aggregation process in classic contextual 
analysis is typically atheoretical (that is, no theoretical model of 
emergence is modeled), and isomorphisrp is not evaluated. 

Cross-level an.d multilevel regression. In the organizational literature, 
OLS regression has been adapted to examine cross-level and mul
~Ievel effects and is quite flexible with respect to the type of model 
It c~nevalua~e. Contemporary uses of this approach treat aggre
gation as an Issue of constrllct validity (James, 1982; Kozlowski & 
Hattrup, 1992) so that a model of emergence is first evaluated be
fore indi~dual-Ievel data are aggregated to the group level (e.g., 
Kozlowski & Hults, 1987; Ostroff, 1993). Therefore, with respect 
to the s~ecification and ~easurement of construct types, this ap
proach IS relevant to the Issues we have discussed in this chapter. 
Once the measurement model of the higher-level (aggregated) 
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consUUcts is established, the analysis proceeds to test substantive hy
potheses. For example, if the theory assumes shared perceptions of 
unit climate as predictors of individual satisfaction, then one estab
lishes restricted within-unit variance on climate, aggregates the data 
to the unit level (that is, computes means), and then disaggregates to 
the individual level of analysis (that is, assigns the means to individ
uals in the unit). The analysis then estimates the amount of variance 
in individual satisfaction that is attributable to unit climate. Individ
ual-level analogues of the contextual construct are not necessarily 
controlled (as in contextual analysis) unless the.: question is of sub
stantive interest (james Be Williams, Chapter Nine, this volume). 

Within-and-between analysis. The basic WABA equation (Dansereau 
et al., 1984) is modeled on the classic decomposition of within-and
between variance terms formulated by Robinson (1950) to model 
individual-level and aggregate group-level correlations. The "clas
sic" WABA analysis examines bivariate relationships, assumes mea
sures at the lowest level of analysis for all constructs, and proceeds 
in two phases. The first phase, WABA I, establishes the level of the 
variables. The second phase, WABA II, evaluates the level of rela
tions between all the variables in the analysis (Dansereau et al., 
1984). WABA I is designed to assess whether measures, treated one 
at a time, show variability in the following ways: both within and 
across units (as typically.with an individual-level construct), pri
mariiy between units (as typically with a unit-level construct), and 
primarily within units (as with a frog-pond, parts, or heterogeneous 
construct). WABA II is designed to assess whether two measures 
covary in th<.· following ways: both within and across units (as typi
cally with individual-level relationships,)' primarily .betw~en ~n~ts 
(as typically with unit-level relationships), and pnmanly wlthm 
units (as typically with a frog-pond, parts, or heterogeneous rela
tionship; see Klein et al., 1994). Although WABA was originally de
veloped to examine bivariate relati?ns at m~ltiple leve,ls, it ?as 
been extended to address multivanate relatIOns (Schneshelm, 
1995; Dansereau & Yammarino, Chapter Ten, this volume). 

Multilevel random-coefficient modeling. The MRCM analysis strategy 
is represented by several packages of statistical software (for ex
ample, PROC MI~ED in SAS; MLn; lme in S-PLUS), of which 
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HLM is probably the most familiar. HLM analysis assumes hier
archically organized, or nested, data structures of the sort that a;e 
typically encountered in organizations: individuals nested in units 
units nested in organizations, and organizations nested in envi~ 
ronments. Models oftheoretical interest typically represent multi
ple levels of data. For instance, many cross-level models involve an 
o~tcome variable at the lowest level of analysis, with multiple pre
dIctors at the same and higher levels. HLM is well suited to the 
handling of such data structures. 

The logic of HLM involves a simultaneous two-stage procedure. 
Level ,1 analyses estimate within-unit intercepts (means) and slopes 
(.rel~t1ons). To the extent that unit intercepts and/or slopes vary 
slgmficantly across units, Level 2 analyses treat them as outcomes. 
Th,u~ Level 2 analyses model the effects of unit-level predictors on 
~mt lllte:cepts and slopes so that effects on intercepts are indica
tl~e ~f direct cross-level relations, and effects on slopes are in
dicative of cross-level moderation. HLM relies on a generalized 
least squares (GLS) regression procedure to estimate fixed para
meters, and on the EM algorithm to generate maximum-likelihood 
estimates of variance components. This provides many statistical 
advantages over analogous OLS regression-based approaches 
(Hofmann et aI., Chapter Eleven, this volume). 

An in-~epth description of these techniques is beyond the 
scope of thiS chapter; assumptions, applications, and differences 
among the techniques are addressed elsewhere in this volume. 
Ho~ever, we w~ll not~here that all these techniques have the po
tential to be misused In an athcoretical attempt to establish "the" 
~evel at ~hich effects Occur. We reiterate that the conceptual mean
Ing <>,f higher-level aggregations (however they are statistically de
termIned) must have an a priori theoretical foundation, 

PRINCIPLE: There if no one, all-ertcmnjNLfJing multilevel data-anaiytic strat
egy that is appropriate to all research questions, Particular technique.~ 
are base~ on differe~t statistical and data-Jtructure assuml'tinns. are 
better sUlted to jJartlcular ty/,es of research questions, and have differ
ent strengths and weaknesses, Selection of an analytic strategy should 
be based on (a) consistency between the tyjJe of constructs, the sampling 
and ~t~, a~d the research question; and (b) the assumj'tions, strengths. 
and lzmztatzons of the analytic technique, 
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Extending Models of Emergent Phenomena 
Some of the most engaging and perplexing natural phenomena are those 
in which highly structured collective behavior emerges over time from the 
interaction of simple subsystems [Crutchfield, 1994, p. 516}. 

A central theme woven throughout this chapter is the need for a 
more extended understanding of emergence as a critical multilevel 
process in organizational behavior. There is evident. ~issatisfactio~ 
with the overreliance on isomorphism-based composlUon as the pn
mary model for conceptualizing collective constructs (House et at, 
1995; Rousseau, 1985). Indeed, there is increasing recognition that 
emergence based on isomorphism may well be the exception rather 
than the rule. Although isomorphic emergence is a very powerful 
conceptual model, it is but one possible model. Emergent phe
nomena are not necessarily shared, uniform, and convergent. In 
their discussion of dispersion theory, a precursor to our typology, 
Brown and Kozlowski (1997, p. 7) note that nonuniform "phe
nomena marked by differentiation, conflict, competition, coalition 
formation, and disagreement are common" in organizations. . 

There are many theories, in our literature and others, that Im
plicitly or explicitly address alternative fo~s 0.£ emef!~ence. :ower, 
conflict, and competition all involve compIlatlOnal, dlscontmu~:)Us 
fonns of emergence. The varient paradigm (Dansereau & Yammanno, 
Chapter Ten, this volume), with. i~ .interest in :'p~rts" rel~ti.onships, 
shows a recognition of the plauslblhty of compIlatton. ThiS IS a good 
beginning, but the "parts" perspective captures but one form of 
compilation among many. We argue that there. is a ne~d to e~tend 
the conceptualization of emergence, to make It more 1~c1uslve, s~ 
that our theories and research can encompass more vaned and di
verse emergent phenomena. We need to elaborate compilation 

forms of emergence. 

Conceptual Goals 

Purpose 
Our purpose is to take a step toward this elab?'rati~n, describ~ng 
forms of emergence that until now have received. lIttle attent~on 
in the organizatiopalliterature on levels of analysIs. In precedmg 
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. sections of this chapter, we contrasted composition (shared unit 
~ro~erti~s) and compilation (con figural unit properties) as dis
ttncttve, Ideal types of emergence. This contrast was useful in mak
ing salient the important differences that affect conceptualization, 
m~asurement, and sa~pling. However, composition and compi
latton are not necessanly clear-cut dichotomous categories; rather, 
t~ey are end points for a diverse set of emergence alternatives, 
With some forms of emergence being more akin to composition 
and some forms being more akin to compilation. 
. We now ex~lore varying fonns of emergence, hoping to foster 
mcreased at.ten?on to the structures and processes underlying emer
gent orgamzauonal phenomena. We undertake this exploration 
h~re by elab~rati~g the theoretical underpinnings of emergence. 
FIrst we conSider, III greater depth, the theoretical foundation for 
emergence. A primary focus of our attention is the central role that 
~nteraction processes and dynamics among individuals play in shap-
109 the fonn of the emergent phenomenon. Next, with this foun
datio~ i~ pla~e, we i~entify more specific theoretical assumptions 
t~at ?lstmgUlsh the Ideal or pure types of composition and com
pIlation forms of emergence. We describe and illustrate how the 
assumptions change when one is considering discontinuous com
pilation relative to isomorphic composition. Finally, we develop a 
typo!ogy, posing a set of emergence exemplars that range between 
the Ideal types of composition and compilation. We discuss each 
exemplar, providing examples from the literature that consider 
unit performance, unit learning-cognition-knowledge, and other 
unit phenomena, to illustrate how the theoretical assumptions help 
to explicate the' nature of emergence for that exemplar. Our use 
of the typology is intended to help elaborate the theoretical under
pinnings that shape the conceptualization of alternative forms of 
emergence. 

Contributions 

There are three primary conceptual contributions of this effort. First, 
our intent is to be inclusive, encompassing multiple perspectives. Sev
eral recent theoretical efforts have started to explore emergence and 
the'ways in which it may be manifest (Brown & Kozlowski, 1997, 1999; 
Brown et aI., 1996; Chan, 1998; Kozlowski, 1998, 1999; Morgeson & 
Hofmann, 1999a, 1999b). Although these efforts are for the most 
part compatible, they have also chosen different poin ts of theoretical 
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departure, different language, and different organizing struc.tures. It 
is not our goal to explicidy integrate these efforts, but we behe~e our 
framework makes their compatibilities more explicit. We buIld on 
the strong theoretical and research foundation provide~ by iso
morphism-based composition and elaborate it to emb~c~ different, 
alternative, and neglected forms of emergent orgamzattonal phe
nomena that follow from a consideration of discontinuity-based com
pilation. Because compilation entails less restrictive ~sumptions, ~t 
allows for many more possible emergent fonns relattve to composI
tion. We argue that a broader range of alternatives, from compo
sition to compilation, is necessary to more fully capture complex 
emergence. . . . 

Second, an important contributlOn of our perspec~Ive IS ~h~ 
recognition that higher-level phenomena do not necessanly exhIbIt 
universal forms of emergence; that is, a given phenomenon may 
emerge in different ways depending on the context and the nature 
of lower-level interaction processes. We need to attend to the ways 
in which interaction processes and dynamics shape the form of 
emergence. Therefore, the search for universal models .of e.mer
gence, to be applied in each and every instance, may be tmsgUlde~. 
Our perspective emphasizes that a collective phenomenon~unlt 
performance-may emerge in a variety of different ways in differ
ent units. We need flexible conceptual tools that allow us to seek 
out, explore, and characterize variation in forms of emergence. 

Third, our intent is to stimulate a more extended conceptual
ization of the theoretical mechanisms that characterize different 
forms of emergence. We develop a typology of emergence that ex
plicitly links exemplars of different emergent forms to key theo
retical underpinnings. Our focus is on'th~ory .developmen~, n?t 
on mere classification. We are not advocatmg Simple reductlOmst 
explanations for higher-level phenomena. We recognize that many 
organizational phenomena are top-down rather than bOltom-up. 
Further, as we have already cxplained, many phenomena reflect 
both top-down and bottom-up processes unfolding over time. More
over, we are not rejecting macro single-level approaches that do 
not cxplicitly address the emergent origins .of th~ higher-Ie:el phc-

. nomena. Rather, we seek to promote more mcluslve, extensive, and 
coherent explanations of collective phenomena. We are interested 
in both structure and process. We wish both to understand the 
whole and keep an eye on the parts. 
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The issues we address go to the conceptual meaning of higher
lev~l phenom~na that are rooted in individual characteristics and 
actIons. ConSider, for example, the global Outcome of a baseball 
game score. One can examine a global predictor of this outcome 
(for example, ~verag~ a?i1ity of team members), but this predictor 
can only proVide a hmlted understanding of the team's perfor
mance. Baseball team scores are equifinal. True fans know this. They 
follow box. scores so that they can understand how individual team 
memb~rs,.m dynamic interaction, compiled the team score. We believe 
that a ~Imdar degree of conceptual understanding can pay big divi
dends m our effort to comprehend meso organizational behavior. 

Theoretical Underpinnings of Emergence 
What Is Emergence? 

Emergence is bottom-up and interactive. The concepts undcrgirding 
eme~genc~ have broad expression in the biological, social. and 
physIc.al s~lences and are rept'csentcd in theories of chaos. self:' 
orgamzatlOn; and,co~plexity (Arthur. IH94; Gcll-Mallll. 1994; 
Kauffma~. 19J4; Nlcohs & Prigoginc. 1989; Prigogine & Stcngers. 
1984) which address the dynamics of emergence. Our focus is Oil 

em~rgent phenomena that occur within the boundaries and con
straI~ts of organ~zat~onal systems. Emergence is particularly rele
~an.t ,m the contlllumg effort of our science to understand how 
mdlVlduals ~ontribute to organizational effectiveness. This is a cen
tral theme m sev~ral of the ~hapters of this book. including those 
focused on selectlOn (Schneider, Smith, & Sipe, Chapter Two), per
formance ~ppraisal (DeNisi, Chapter Three), training effectiveness 
(Kozlowski et aI., Chapter Four), and human resources manage
ment (Ostroff,& Bowe~, Chapter Five). Emergence plays an im
portant role III the lInkages involved in interorganizational 
relationships (Klein, Palmer, & Conn, Chapter Six) and cross
cultural relations (Chao, Chapter Seven). 

A !,henomenon is emerger:t,when. it ~riginates in the cognition, affect, 
beha~zors, or other c~aractenstz.cs of mdzviduals, is amplified by their in-
teract~ons, and manifests as a hlghe:-t:vel, collecti~e phenomenon (Allport, 
1954, Katz & Kahn, 1966). IndiVidual cogmtion, affect. behavior • 
and ?ther characteristics denote elemental content. Elemental con
t~~t IS the raw material of emergence. Team mental models (cog~ 
n~tlon), group mood (affect), team performance (behavior). and 
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.. haracteristics) all represent emergent 
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There are also a variety of other forces-such as attraction, se
lection, and attrition (ASA); Common stimuli; SOcialization; and 
sensemaking-that affect interaction processes and dynamics. 
These forces, in combination with formal structures, work flows, 
and social structures, as already described, shape the nature of 
emergent phenomena. Generally, these forces have been concep
tualized as constraining either the range of elemental content or 
the interaction process. Given these assumptions, the forces have 
been used to explain composition-based emergence, but they can 
also explain compilation. For example, the result of the ASA 
process is a workforce that is relatively more homogeneous in 
terms of ability, personality, attitudes, and values (Schneider & 
Reichers, 1983) and therefore more likely to have viewpoints in 
common. Organizational environments tend to expose employees 
to common stimuli-policies, practices, and procedures-that 
shape common perceptions (Kozlowski & Hults, 1987). Socializa
tion can operate as a powerful force that shapes shared sense
making (Louis, 1980). In these ways, the forces act as constraint~ 
shaping composition forms of emergence that are characterized 
by stability, uniformity, and convergence. 

Sometimes the forces operate to expand rather than limit the 
range of elemental content or the nature of the interaction 
process. Compilation is based on the assumption that ASA, social
ization, and related processes are not so powerful as to eliminate 
aU meaningful differences in individual organizational members' 
elemental characteristics'. Indeed, these processes may preserve or 
even engender variability within organizations, at least with respect 
to many important elemental qualities. For example, selection, at
trition, and reward processes are unlikely to eliminate all variabil
ity in individual performance. Moreover, some organizations may 
well select individuals for their varying and idiosyncratic strengths. 
much as a sports team needs some players who al'e good on oHcnse 
and other (typically different) players who are good on dcfense. 
Further, interactions among organizational members may engen
der similarity or dissimilarity; social interactions may unite orpo
larize employees. Finally, a variety of contextual factors limit an 
organization's ability (and often it~ desirc) to build an organization 
of perfectly homogencous individuals, Some measure of demo
graphic variability is inevitable in most organizations, for example. 
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Further, diversity in an organization-with respect to organiza
tional members' demographic characteristics, work experiences, 
education, and so on-may foster organizational creativity and 
innovation. In these ways, the forces create differences and dis
continuities, shaping compilation forms of emergence that are 
characterized by irregularity, non uniformity, and configuration. 

Emergence varies in process and form. As already noted, interaction 
dynamics can lead to variation in the ways in which a higher-level 
phenomenon emerges; that is, a given phenomenon, such ~ team 
performance, can arise in a variety of different ways, even III the 
same organization. Individual characteristics, cognition, affect, and 
behavior are constrained by their context. Over time, interaction 
dynamics acquire certain stable properties; stable struct~re 
emerges from a dynamic process. Katz and Kahn (1966) descnbe 
this as recurrent patterns of interaction. Thus the emergence ofa 
collective phenomenon is the result of a dynamic unfolding of role 
exchanges (Katz & Kahn, 1966), ongoings (Allport, 1954), or compila
tion processes (KozlowskI et ell., 1999) among individuals. It is from 
these dynamics that a stable collective pattern emerges. 

Morgeson and Hofmann (1999a) describe Allport's notion,of 
ongoingas a recurrent pattern representing the intersection of in
dividual action in its context. Individual ongoings encounter one 
another, creating interaction events. Subsequent interactions so
lidifya recurrent event cycle, which represents the emergence of a 
stable collective phenomenon. Similarly, Kozlowski and colleagues 
(1999) describe how team performance compiles upward from in
dividual behaviors and work-flow transactions: individuals work out 
transaction patterns that regulate dyadic work flows, and as these 
dyadic exchanges stabilize, team members develop extended wO,rk
flow networks that stabilize around routine task demands. Gerslck 
and Hackman (1990) characterize these stable patterns in team
work as habitual routines. 

However, because emergent phenomena are based on patterns 
of interaction, even small changes in individual behavior or dyadic 
interaction can yield big changes in the nature of emergence. For 
example, Kozlowski and colleagues (1999) also propose that task 
environments can change dramatically and unpredictably. Unex
pected shifts, and the novel tasks they present, necessitate adapta-
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tion of team networks, an adaptation that is based on individuals 
and dyads developing alternative work flows. In this model, team 
performance and adaptability emerge across levels from individual 
action and dyadic transactions, creating enormous flexibility in the 
formation of adaptive work-flow networks that may resolve the novel 
situation. The impl~cation is that collective phenomena may emerge in dif
fe:ent ways untIe: different ~ontextual constraints and patterns of interac
tlOn. Emergence tS often equifinal rather than universal in form. 

This important implication of our conceptualization of emer
gence sets our framework apart from most others: a given phe
nom.enon or construct domain does not necessarily have to exhibit 
a UnIversal form of emergence;6 that is, a given emergent phenom
enon may be the result of composition processes in one situation 
and of compilation processes in another. A consideration of the ex
amples shown in Figure 1.2 illustrates this point. Consider, fo~ ex
ample, ho~ personality makeup can differ across teams (Jackson, 
May, & W~ltney, 1995; .Moreland & Levine, 1992). Teams may be 
c,haract~~lzed by the high homogeneity indicative of personality 
COmpOSition, or by the heterogeneity indicative of personality com
pilation. There is no a priori theoretical reason to suppose that one 
or the other is a universal form for the way in which team person
ality emerges. 

Consider collective cognition, for example. The construct of 
shared mental models (Klimoski & Mohammed, 1995) assumes 
that team members hold identical mental representations of their 
collective task. In contrast, alternative conceptualizations assume 
t~at team members' mental models have compatible configura
tions but are not necessarily identical. Group members have some
what different mental representations of their collective task, based 
on their specific roles within the team. Members' different mental 
r~presentations fit together in a complementary way, like the 
pieces of a puzzle, to create a whole that is greater than the sum of 
its parts (Kozlowski, Gully, Salas, & Cannon-Bowers, 1996). Simi
larly, collective knowledge may be conceptualized as the sum of in
dividual knowledge; more nonredundant information is better 
and.collective knowledge is the sum of the parts. Alternatively, col~ 
lectlve knowledge may be conceptualized as configural spirals: 
some individual k~owledge is more useful than other knowledge; 
useful knowledge IS selected and crystallized, and it then attracts 
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Figure 1.2. Theoretical Underpinnings of Emergence. 
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and amplifies related knowledge, in a spiral of collective knowl
edge acquisition (Nonaka, 1994). 

The point of these examples is that given phenomena may 
emerge in different ways. A variety of contextual and temporal con
straints operate to influence interaction dynamics among individ
uals, which in tum shape the emergent form, yet the dominance 
of composition models based on isomorphism has tended to limit 
consideration to shared models of emergence, and to the dichoto
mous presence or absence of emergence (Brown & Kozlowski, 
1997). Theory needs to be able to capture the rich complexity of 
emergence rather than limiting emergence to universal concep
tualizations that often do not exist. 

Theoretical Assumptions 

Our framework is formulated around theoretical distinctions be
tween ideal forms of composition and compilation, considered in 
earlier sections of this chapter. Here we tum our attention to three 
sets of overlapping assumptions, shown in Figure 1.2, that are use
ful for more finely distinguishing these alternative forms of emer
gence. The assumptions include the following element'): 

1. The theoretical model of emergence, and the type and amonnt 
of elemental contribution impIicilted by the model 

2. The interaction process and dynamics that shape the form of 
emergence 

3. The resulting combination nales for representing the emergent 
form. 

At the risk of some redundancy, we will outline these assumptions 
and apply them to the contrasting of composition and compilation 
forms of emergence. We will then present a typology, using the as
sumptions to distinguish alternative forms of emergence ranging 
between composition and compilation ideaJs. 

Model and elemental contribution. Composition and compilation are 
distinguished by their underlying theoretical models. Composition is 
based on a model of isomorphism, whereas compilation is based on 
a model of discontinuity.' Isomorphism and discontinuity represent 
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differing conceptualizations with respect to the nature and combi
nation of the constituent elements that constitute the higher-level 

phenomenon. . . 
Isomorphism essentially means that the type and am~u~t of el-

emental content-the raw material of emergence-are similar for 
all individuals in the collective. In other words, the notion of iso
morphism is based on an assumption that all individuals perceive 
climate, for example, along the same set of dimensions, or that all 
team members possess mental models organized around the same 
content. In addition, isomorphism means that the amount of ele
mental content is essentially the same for all individuals in the col
lective. In other words, the climate or mental model is shared. 
Hence, within-unit convergence (that is, consensus, consistency, 
homogeneity) is central to composition. Morgeson and Hofmann 
(1999a, 1999b) describe this similarity in the type and amount of 
elemental content as structural equivalence. Thus isomorphism al
lows the theorist to treat a phenomenon as essentially the same 
construct at different levels (Rousseau, 1985). Note that isomor
phic constructs are also functionally equivalent. That is, they occupy 
the same roles in multilevel models of the phenomenon~ they per
form the same theoretical function (Rousseau, 1985). 

. Discontinuity means that either the amount or type of ele-
mental content is different, or both the amount and type are dif
ferent. The notion of discontinuity is based on an assumption that 
the kinds of contributions that individuals make to the collective 
are variable, not shared and consistent. Essentially, there is an ab
sence of structural equivalence in the nature of the elemental con
tent and in the ways in which it combines (Kozlowski, 1998, 1999; 
Morgeson & Hofmann, 1999a, 1999b). Nevertheless, there is func
tional equivalence because the constructs perform the same role 
and function in models at different levels (Rousseau, 1985), as we 

shall explain. 
The elemental content comes from a common domain-per-

formance, personality, cognition-but the nature of individual con
tributions can be quite different. For example, baseball players 
contribute qualitatively differeilt types and amounts of individual 
performance to accomplish team performance. The pitcher pitches, 
fielders field, and batters hit. In any given game, some will excel and 
others will make errors. Different dominant personality traits char-
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acterize. each team member. Team members possess different but 
compauble mental models of the game. Therefore, variability and 
pattern ~re central to compilation. Because the diverse elemental 
~ontent IS ?rawn from a common domain and contributes to a sim
liar. collecu~e property, there is functional equivalence across levels. 
~hlS functlOn~1 equivalence allows the theorist to treat compila
t~onal properties as qualitatively different but related manifesta
tIOns of the phenomenon across levels (Kozlowski, 1998, 1999' 
Morgeson & Hofmann, 1999a, 1999b). ' 

Interaction proc~ss and dynamics. The hallmark of composition forms 
of emergence IS convergence and sharing. In climate theory for ex
ample, a variety of constraining forces have been proposed ~hat are 
~~ught to shape the emergence of a shared collective climate. In
dIViduals are exposed to homogeneous contextual constrainl'r-Com
mon organizational f~at~r~s, ev~nts, and processes (James &Jones, 
~974): T~ey develop mdlVldual mterpretations of these characteris
tics: yt~ldl~g psychological climate. ASA processes operate to narrow 
vanatlOn m. psychological climate (Schneider & Reichers, 1983). 
InterpretatIOns are filtered and shaped by leaders (Kozlowski & 
~ohe~ty, 1989). Individuals interact, communicate perspectives, and 
l~erat1v.ely construct a common interpretation. Variations in indi
Vldual mterpretations dissipate as a collective interpretation con
ver~~s. This is an. incremental process that, over time, promotes 
Stablhty, charactenzed by reduced dispersion as outliers are trimmed 
and by i~creased uniformity as perceptions are pushed to a conver
gent pomt. An equilibrium is achieved. 

The hallm~rk·of compilation forms of emergence is variability 
and. configuratIOn. Team performance requires that individuals co
ordma~e and dynamically combine distinct.individual knowledge 
and a~t1ons. ~he ~mergence ~f team p~rfonnance is largely shaped 
?y ~o .. k-f1ow mtcHlependenclCs-t.hat IS, the linkages that connect. 
mdlv~dual perforn;'ance in the team work system (Brass, 1981). 
ConSider once agam the performance of a baseball team. There 
are any ~umber of~ys in which team members, working together, 
c~n achieve a particular score. They may excel because power 
hitters recurre?tly hit.home runs. They may have a stable of good 
but not ex.ceptlOnal hitters; by consistently getting players on base 
the team IS able to accumulate good scores. They may excel by 
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. limiting the success of the opposing team; exceptional pitchi~g, 
for example, will keep opposing scores low, and good defensive 
fielding, along with solid teamwork, will be ne~d.ed t~ S~PP?~t the 
pitcher. Each player on the team ~1l make dl~tinctive mdl;tdual 
contributions that combine in mynad ways to Yield the team s per
formance. The score may be no more than the sum of its parts 
(that is, runs), but team performance is more than.a simple sum of 
parts. Decomposing team performance necessitates an under
standing of who did what, when, and ~f how it all fits tog~ther. 
This is an irregular process rather than mcremental, stab~e mt~r
action. There will be considerable dispe~sion and non~mformlty 
in the ways in which individual contributions are coordmated an~ 
combined to yield the compiled team performance (Kozlowski 
et aI., 1999). 

Combination rules and representation. The representation of an emer
gent construct is an effort to capture or freez~ the re.suIt of a dt 
namic process. The assumptions identified earher pro~d~ the basiS 
for different combination rules--guidelines for summanzmg or cap
turing a collective representation from the elemental content. For 
composition, similar types and amounts of elem~ntal ~onte~t that 
evidences relative stability, uniformity, and low disperSIOn Will gen
erally be summarized with linear additive or averagin? rules. T.his 
procedure will yield a single indicator-a convergent pomt cap~~ng 
the shared unit property. Collective climate, based on comp~sltlon 
assumptions, is generally represented by unit means (Koz.l~ws~ & 

. Hattrup, 1992). Homogeneou~ perceptions.ofworker partiCipation 
are likewise represented as umt means (Klem et.aI., 1994).. . 

For compilation, a variety of different nonhnear combmatlOn 
rules may be used to combine the different types and a~lO~nts of 
elemental content. Compilation interaction processes are Irregu
lar high in dispersion, and nonuniform. Elemental content may 
va~ in amount, kind, or both. Therefore, the combination rules for 
compilation are more varied and complex ~han tho~e u.sed to ch~r
acterize composition. A sampling of potentI~ ~om?matIon ~Ies. m
cludes disjunctive, conjunctive, and multIplicative combmatlOn 
models, and indices of variance, proportion, configural fit, and net
work characteristics,among others (Levine & Fitzgerald, 1~92; 
Meyer, Tsui, & Hinings, 1993). The key issue is that the combma-
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tion rules should be consistent with the conceptualization of emer. 
gence. For example, if the compilation theory emphasizes team nCI 

works (Kozlowski et aI., 1999), then the representation should 
capture such meaningful variation in network characteristics as cell
trality, transaction alternatives, and substitutability (Brass, 1981). If 
the theory emphasizes the formation of dyadic relationships, as ill 
leader-member exchange (Graen, 1976), then the representatioll 
should capture relative standing on the basis of differences betweell 
leader-member pairs (Dansereau & Dumas, 1977). If the theory fo
cuses on the formation of in-groups and out-groups (Kozlowski &: 
Doherty, 1989), then the representation should capture in-and oUI
group standing and differences (Brown & Kozlowski, 1997, 1999). 

Summary of distinctions between comjJOsition and com/Jilation. The key 
assumptions that distinguish composition and compilation, re
spectively, involve the question of whether the following elemenls 
are present: 

l. Elemental (that is, individual) contributions to the higher-level 
phenomenon are similar (isomorphism) or dissimilar (discon
tinuity) in type, amount, or both 

2. Interaction processes and dynamics are incremental and stable, 
exhibit low dispersion, and are uniform in pattern, or inter
action processes and dynamics are irregular, high in dispersion, 
and exhibit nonuniform patterns 

3. The emergent phenomenon is consequently represented by a 
linear convergent point (composition), or the emergent phe
nomenon is represented as a nonlinear pattern or configura
tion (compilation) 

A Typology of Emergence 

The purpose of our typology is to promote a more expansive con
ceptualization of the theoretical mechanisms that characterize dif
ferent forms of emergence. Olir typology of emergence, shown in 
Figure l.3,juxtaposes composition and compilation. The theo
retical underpinnings derived previously are used to distinguish 
a variety of exemplars-specific emergence models. We discuss 
each exemplar, illustrating the exemplars with examples regarding 
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Figure 1.3. Typology of Emergence. 
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collective performance, learning-cognition-kno~ledge, and other 
phenomena. We include exemplars for the followmg types of ~m~r
gence: convergent, pooled constrained, pooled unconstramed, 
minimum/maximum, variant, and patterned. Each exemplar .de
cribes a different emergence process, based on contextual con
straints and interaction processes, for how a lower-level phenome?on 
is manifested at a higher level. The nature of elemental contnbu
tions, in type and amount, and the combination rules ap~lic~~le to 
each exemplar are indicated. Although we ~ave used t~e IndIVidual 
and group levels to make the examples eaSIer to expla,~, ~e mod
els are applicable to higher levels as well. The typology IS mtended 
to help elaborate the theoretical underpinnings that shape the con
ceptualization of alternative forms of emergence. 

Convergent Emergence . .. 
The exemplar for this type of emergence represents .the ideal form 
of composition that we have discussed throughout thiS chapter. T~e 
model is based on the assumption that contextual factors and m
teraction processes constrain emergence in such a way that indi
viduals contribute the same type and amount of elemental content. 
Therefore, the phenomenon converges around a common point 
that can be represented as a mean or a sum. For exampl~, tl~~ per
formance of a crew rowing a scull is dependent on each mdlVldual 
providing the same amount and type of physical thrust at precisely 
the same time. Synchronized swimmers must execute the same 
movements, in the same amount, at the same time. Similarly, the 
notion of team mental models is predicated on all team members 
sharing the same amount and type of knowledge. (Klimoski & 
Mohammed, 1995). Ideal composition is also illustrated by theory 
and research on collective climate and collective efficacy. Group 
members' perceptions converge on the refere~t construc~. S~~ri~g 
is evaluated on the basis of consensus or consIstency. Vanablhty 111 

~lemental content and individual contributions is very low and uni
form in distribution across members. Therefore, aggregation to the 
group mean eliminates the small amOl~nt of error variance and ef
fectively represents the group on the lugher-Ievel c?~stru~t. 

Alternative subforms of this exemplar can be dlstmgUlshed on 
the basis of the item referent used to create the emergent construct 
(Chan, 1998; Klein et aI., 1998); that is, individual-level measures 
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~ay reference the self ("how I perceive") or the group ("how I be
lIeve the group perceives"). The self-referenced-item form is de
scribed by Chan (1998) as "direct consensus," and the 
group-referenced form is described as "referent shift consensus." 
This latter form is regarded as being more consistent with the con
ceP.tual underpinnings of the higher-level construct (james, 1982; 
Klem et a1.,. 1994; Rousseau, 1985). Some research suggests that the 
referent-shIft form may enhance within-group agreement and be
tween-grolip variability (Klein et aI., 1998). In related fashion, 
DeShon et a1. (1999) indicate that aggregated group-referenced 
measu.res .a~e better predictors of group performance than aggre
gated mdlVldual-referenced measures of the same construct. Em
pirical findings are preliminary at this point. Sometimes the item 
referent (self or group) makes a difference; at other times it does 
not. Clearly, this is an important issue that can be resolved only with 
systematic research. 

Pooled Constrained Emergence 

This exemplar relaxes the assumptions for the amount of ele
mental contribution, but the type of content remains similar. The 
underlying model is based on the assumption that contextual fac
tors and. i~teraction processes shape emergence in such a way that 
s?me mmlmum amount of contribution is required of each indi
Vidual. ~he~efore, there will be restricted variability within the 
group, Yleldmg a pattern across individuals that is relatively uni
form ~nd moderate in dispersion. An additive or averaging model 
combmes the elemental contributions. 

ConsideJ~ for example, group sales performance for a district. 
Each salesperson makes an incremental, pooled contribution to 
group perfon:nance. The elemental contributions are similar in type 
but can vary 111 amount to some extent. Contextual conslrainL'i
such as incentives, competitiveness, leadership, and dismissal-are 
likely to restrict just how little can be contributed. All salespeople 
are n.ot exp~ct~d to contribute the same amount, but contributing 
too httle WIll hkely lead to turnover. Therefore, individual and 
group. performance are not identical, but they are closely related. 
. ~lttenbaum and Stasser (1996) provide a model of group dis
cussion and consensus decision making consistent with this form 
of emergence. In their model, group members possess both 
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unique and common information that must be discussed and com
bined to yield a group decision. Although individuals ~ossess both 
similar and dissimilar types of elemental content (that IS, com~on 
and unique information), groups have been foun~ to focu~ Vlrtu
ally all of their discussion on sharing the common mfo~atlon. In 
. effect, the nature of social interaction processes constrams emer-
gence so that only common information ~s ~isc~ss~d a.n~ used for 
the decision. Although there is some vanatIon m mdlvIdual con
tribution, the dissimilar information plays no role in the team 
product. The group decision is essentially an average of the shared 
information. 

Pooled Unconstrained Emergence 
This exemplar fully relaxes the requirement on the amountof ~le
mental contribution, but, as before, the type of content remams 
similar. Here, variation in the amount of elemental contribution 
can be quite high. For example, research dem~nstrates that per
formance in pooled tasks can be plagued by soclalloafing.~nd free 
riding: some individuals contribute far less to. the c.ollectIve w~en 
the amount of their contributions cannot be IdentIfied (Harkms, 
Latane & Williams, 1980). In such circumstances, the group prod
uct ma; be represented as a sum or mean. How~ver, in conu:ast.~th 
the previous exemplar, the gro~p repr~sentatlO~ a~d the mdlVld
ual contribution may be dramatIcally dIfferent. SImllarly, one c?n
ceptualization of organizational climate is base~ on .the assumptlon 
that within-group variation in climate perceptions IS random mea
surement error (Glick, 1985, 1988). No restriction is placed on how 
much variability can be eliminated through averaging. . 

This exemplar is also frequently used for such group descnp
tive variables as absence, turnover, and accidents (e.g., Hofmann & 
Stetzer, 1996; Mathieu & Kohler, 1990). Unit rates are typically 
counL" of the dichotomous presence or absence of some event: ad
ditive frequency counts, although sometimes these characteristics 
are summarized by means. Bliese (Chapter Eight, this volume) la
bels phenome~a of this sort fuzzy comlJosition because they.lack the 
sharing that is the hallmark of composition. Other theonsts have 
used group rates as examples of discontinuity (Rousseau, 1985), 
which is indicative of compilation. Therefore, these phenomena 
certainly represent fuzzy something; whether they are fuzzy compo-
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sition or fuzzy compilation is not necessarily an important issue un
less one is highly interested in classification. However, the fuzziness 
suggests that this exemplar captures a transition zone between the 
ideal types. Deeper conceptual digging may be useful for surfac
ing theoretical nuances that may help us better understand these 
differing forms of emergence . 

One factor to consider in this deeper digging may be the base 
rate. In some instances, the elemental contribution can be spread 
across many (though not all) members ofa unit-the incidence of 
~tress, for example. In other instances, the rate is often predominantly 
Infl.uenced by the acts of just a few individuals-for example, serious 
acclden~: Perhaps the first group of instances is more akin to fU7.ZY 
cOmpOSItion, and the second more akin to fuzzy compilation. 

Minimum/Maximum Emergence 

This exemplar represents a shift from linear combination rules 
(that is, additive models) to nonlinear mles. Elemental contribu
tion is based on similar content, but the amount of contribution is 

, qualitat.ively distinct. Contextual factors and interaction processes 
constram emergence so that the pattern across individuals is dis
~ontinu?us. The s~nding of one individual on the phenomenon 
In questIon determmes the standing of the collective. Therefore 
dispersion and uniformity are not directly applicable to the con~ 
ceptualization of this exemplar. 

This is a conjunctive (minimum) or disjunctive (maximum) 
model, in which the highest or lowest value for an individual in the 
~roup sets the V'cllue of the collective attril~Ule (Steiner, 1972). Con
Sider, for example, group cognitive ability for a tank crew (Tziner & 
~den, 1985) or a football team. It is not the average level or disper
SIon of cognitive ability that is import,mt, because the same sort of 
cognitive contribution may not be necessary for all members; as long 
as one person is high on cognitive ability and the rest of the team 
will. take direction, the group as a whole can effectively assess the sit
uation and execute the appropriate strategy. Therefore, the maxi
mum individual-level standing on the attribute determines the 
standing of the coilective. This emergence process is similar to the 
jury ~ecision-making model, in which a lone holdout (minimum) 
can Yield a hungjury and a mistrial (Davis, 1992), or to a mountain 
climbing team whose performance is determined by the slowest and 
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weakest member of the team (e.g., Krakauer, 1997). Therefore, 
one individual can effectively determine the group-level outcome 
because the combination rule is nonlinear. 

Variance Fonn of Emergence 
Unlike the other exemplars, which focus on representative values 
to capture the emergent characteristic of the collective, this form 
of emergence represents the phenomenon as ~riabi1ity within the 
group. Conceptually, this form of emergence IS related .to hetero
geneity (Klein et al., 1994), p~rts (D~nser~au & Yammanno, Cha~ 
ter Ten, this volume) , and umform dIsperSion (Brown & Kozlow~ki, 
1997; Brown et al., 1996; Chan, 1998). The elemental contribution 
may be similar in type and amount (for example, norm crystal
lization) or different in type and amount (for example: de~o
graphic diversity). Therefore, individuals m~y make ~ontnbuuon.s 
that are similar or different, but the substantive focus IS on the van
ance of contribution (Roberts et al., 1978). It is important to em
phasize that this one form captures different types of emergence 
that may range from low dispersion to high dispersion .. 

For example, one form of creativity can be characte.nzed by the 
diversity, or lack thereof, of the knowledge or perspectives that are 
brought to bear on a problem (Wiersema & Bantel, 1992). Demo
graphic diversity captures the extent to which i~~ividual.members 
of a unit differ in their demographic charactenstics (TSUl, Egan, & 
O'Reilly, 1992;]ackson et at, 1995). Homogeneity ~f ch~risma 
(that is, the extent to which a leader has equally char~smatLc rela
tionships with all of his or her subordinates; see Klem & House, 
1995) norm crystallization (Jackson, 1975), and culture strength 
(Koe~e, Boone, & Soeters, 1997) are based on variability within ~ 
collective. Homogeneity, crystallization, and strength ar~ predi
cated on low variance, whereas the absence of homogeneity, crys
tallization, and strength is indicated by high variance. Klem and 
colleagues (Chapter Six, this volume). explore the antecedents an~ 
consequences of variability in or~antzatlO~al ~o~n?ary spa~n~rs 
trust in and commitment to their orgamzatlon s mterorgamza
tional partner. Variance, of course, is a key operatio~~~ization of 
variability. Variance can capture emergence that dlH~rs .across 
groups, contexts, and tim.e. Therefore, it represents a shIft m con
ceptual focus, from the content of the phenomenon to the nature 

of emergence itself. 
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Patterned Emergence 
This model is based on the widest variability in the type and amount 
of elemental contribution, and in the patterns. by which those dif
~erences combine to represent emergent phenomena. This model 
l~corporates the assumption that emergence may manifest itself a'i 
dIfferent forms, and it views nonuniform patterns of dispersion as 
meaningful substantive phenomena. 

The variance form of emergence is based on uniform distribu
tions ofwi~hin-group dispersi?n, whereas the patterned or config
u~al fo~m IS based on nonumform distributions of within-group 
dl~perslOn. The term uniformity refers to the pattern of the distrib
utIon. A uniform distribution is single-modal, indicating strong or 
wea~ agreem~nt'.A ~onuniform distribution is highly skewed or 
mul~lmodal, Indlcaung strong or weak disagreement (that is, the for
matIOn of subgroup clusters). Indeed, this form is generally indi
cated by within-unit variance that exceeds what would be expected 
fr.o~ purely random responding. Therefore, very high variance 
withm a group may be indicative of polarized factions, or "fault
lines," Lau and Murhighan's (1998) metaphor for the divisions that 
may erupt and split a group. In this sense, disagreement goes be
yond lac~ of a?r~ement; it is indicative of conflict or of opposing 
perspectIves wlthm the collective unit.. It is in this rcsped that di~ 
perslOll theory uses nonuniform patterns of subgroup bifurcation 
to~a?ture such c~~plex phenomena as conflict, polatization, com
peuuon, and coalIuon formation (Brown & Kozlowski, 1997, 1999). 

In addition to patterns of subgroup bifurcation, this form of 
em~rgence inclu~es configurations that attempt to capture networks 
oflmkages. ConSider, for example, the model of team compilation 
p~oposed by Kozlowski and colleagues (1999). The model specifies 
different types, amounts, and linking mechanisms to characterize per
formance contributions at the individual, dyad, and team levels. 
Adaptive team performance is represented as a configuration of com
patible knowledge and actions across team members at different lev
els of analysis. Or consider notions or team mental models and 
transactive memory. Early notions of the team mental model concept 
assumed that all team members shared the same knowledge (e.g., 
Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & Converse, 1993; Klimoski & Mohammed, 
1995). Therefore, early versions of this construct assumed isomor
phic composition. As this concept has evolved in the literature, it has 
been reconceptualized as entailing different com/mlibie knowledge 
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(Kozlowski, Gully, Salas, et al., 1996)-different knowledge acr~ss 
individuals that forms a congruent whole. ' 

Similarly, Wegner (1995) proposes. that indi~dual group m~m
bers may each have unique information essential to performmg 
the group task. It is not necessary for in~ividuals to share the same 
knowledge (that is, isomorphic assumptions); rather, o~e or .more 
individuals simply need to know who possesses the unIque mfor
mation. The essential information can then be accessed, as ~eces
sary. In this model, group memory is a complex configuratl~n ~f 
individual memory, distributed knowledge of the c?ntents o~ mdI
vidual memory, and the interaction process that lmks that mfor
mation into an emergent whole. 

Implications 

We introduced this third and last section of the chapter with three 
intentions: to be inclusive and expansive in our consideration of al
ternative forms of emergence, to focus on building a theoretical foun
dation for different forms of emergence, and to use typology as a 
vehicle for explicating and elaborating on the .theoretical underpin
nings of emergence. We hope that we have, m some ~easure, ac
complished these goals. We believe, as we shall descnbe, that our 
framework is largely consistent with other efforts to explore emer
gence. We also believe that our particular attention to the underly
ing processes and dynamics that shape different forms of emergence 
can enhance understanding of the moderator effects and boundary 
conditions affecting emergence. An appreciation of the influence of 
these processes will lead to more precise specification of t~e theory 
addressing emergent phenomena. We see our en:ort as a pOlll.t of de
parture for guiding and pushing further theoretIcal ela.b?ratIon. 

It is interesting to us that when our effort was ongmally con
ceived, we viewed our focus on different forms of emergence, and 
on the processes that shape those forms, as novel. However, a num
ber of other researchers, contemporaneous with the development 
of this chapter, have also started to explore emergence (Brown ~ 
Kozlowski, 1997, 1999; Brown et aI., 1996; Chan, 1998; Kozlowsk~, 
1998, 1999; Morgeson & Hofmann, 1999a, 1999b). Although thIS 
chapter is not intended as an integration of these efforts,.",:e. ~e
lieve that our framework helps to make explicit the compaUbl,htles 
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across these apparently disparate efforts to explore emergence. For 
ex~mple, Brown and Kozlowski (1997,1999) posit dispersion theory, 
which focuses on patterns of within-group variability or the dis
persion of phenomena, as opposed to the more common focus on 
means ?r convergent points. In dispersion theory, uniform pattems 
that eVIdence low dispersion are consistent with composition 
processes, whereas subgroup bifurcation that creates nonuniform 
patterns of dispersion are consistent with compilation processes. 
Similarly, Morgeson and Hofmann (1999a, 1999b) have made a 
strong case for distinguishing construct structure and function. Struc
tural and functional identity across levels is consistent with com
position processes, and functional but not structural identity across 
levels is consistent with compilation processes. 

Using examples from the literature, Chan (1998) has devel
oped a typology to distinguish different types of "composition" or 
data-aggregation models. The typology includes additive models 
(e.g., Glick, 1985), direct-consensus models (e.g.,James et aI., 
1984, 1993; Kozlowski & Hattrup, 1992), referent-shift-consensus 
models (e.g.,James, 1982; Klein et aI., 1994; Rousseau, 1985), 
dispersion models (e.g., Brown et al.,.1996; Brown & Kozlowski, 
1997), and process models (e.g., Kozlowski et aI., 1994, 1999; 
Kozlowski, Gully, McHugh, et aI., 1996). The direct-consensus ad
ditive, and referent-shift-consensus models are consistent with :om
position processes, whereas the dispersion and process models arc 
consistent with compilation processes.R Finally, our typology is also 
consistent with Steiner's (1972) typology of group performance, 
In many ~ays, Steiner's work is a precursor oraU such typologies 
because It captures many of the basic combination rules that 
determine how individual characteristics, cognition, affect, and 
behavior can aggregate to represent higher-level, collective phe
nom~na. We. believe, as just discussed, that our framework is largely 
consistent WIth these other efforts. We also believe that our partie
u~ar attention to the underlying processes and dynamics that shape 
dIfferent emergent forms enhances understanding of the moder
ator ~ff~cts and b~undary conditions affecting emergence. An ap
preCIatIOn of the mfluence of these processes will lead to more 
precise specification of theory addressing emergent phenomena. 

We ~ould ~e re~iss if we did not note that there are also ap
parent mconslstencles between the contemporary treatmer ~f' 
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emergence Gust nQted) and other treatments with a tradition in the 
literature. We see the treatments as compatible yet different efforts 
to understand the same general class of phenomena. For example, 
the varient paradigm (Dansereau et aI., 1984) treats emergence as 
a relationship between variables that exists at a higher, collective 
level but that does not hold between similar variables at a lower 
level. Thus, for example, a relationship between two variables·is said 
to emerge at the group level of analysis if the two variables are sig
nificantly related (both statistically and practically) at the group 
level of analysis but the relationship between the two variables is not 
significant at the individual level of analysis. The varient perspec
tive on emergence and our perspective are related but distinct. 
Dansereau and his colleagues focus on the emergence of relation
ships between variables at higher unit levels and on the statistical 
detection of such relationships. In contrast, we have focused pri
marilyon the emergence of higher-level constructs, endeavoring to 
show the variety of ways in which a higher-level construct may 
emerge from lower-level entities and interaction processes. Mea
surement and analysis are important but separable issues. Ulti
mately, specific theories that assume particular emergent forms ~ll 
need to be tested empirically. The varient paradigm, other analytic 
approaches, and even new techniques will be useful in this process. 

We believe that the theoretical issues surrounding emergence 
that we have explored here are critical to the development of our 
science. How individual cognition, affect, behavior, and other char
acteristics emerge to make contributions to group and organiza
tional outcomes is largely an uncharted frontier. How the~ries, 
interventions, and tools from the fields of industrial/organizational 
(I/O) psychology and organizational behavior (OB) can enhance 
these contributions is largely an unanswered question: Like most 
researchers and practitioners in the field, we believe that I/O-OB 
theories and techniques make contributions to organizational ef
fectiveness, but we cannot really substantiate that belief (Rousseau, 
Chapter Fourteen, this volume). The chapters in this volume that 
deal with theory begin to explore this missing link. The chapter on 
training effectiveness (Kozlowski et al., Chapter Four), in particu
lar, uses the distinction between composition and compilation to 
draw implications for how training can influence higher-level out
comes. We are beginning to probe a critical issue, but there is 
much more to do. 
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We make no claim that our framework is all-encompassing and 
complete; it is a work in progress. Although our focus has been pri
m~nl~ conceptual, the alternative forms of emergence have im
phcatlOns for measurement and analysis. We have endeavored to 
address measurement and data representation where possible, but 
we readily admit that the more complex compilation forms 01 
emergence do not have well-developed measurement methods and 
analytic models. We hope that Our pushing theorists to consider 
more complex phenomena will lead to new developmenl'i in meth
ods and analytic systems. We hope the theoretical framework and 
typology prese~te? here will stimulate further efforts to expand 
the conceptualIzatIOn of emergent phenomena in organizations. 

Conclusion 

As the next millennium approaches, we are poised to witness a 
renaissance in organizational theory and research. There is in
creasing recognition that the confines of single-level models-a 
legacy of primary disciplines that undergird organizational sci
ence-need to be broken. A meaningful understanding of the phe
nomena that comprise organizational behavior necessitates 
approaches that are more integrative, that cut across multiple lev
els, and that seek to understand phenomena from a combination 
of perspectives. There is a solid theoretical foundation for a 
broadly applicable levels perspective, for an expanding, empirically 
based research literature, and for progress toward the development 
of new and more powerful analytic tools. A levels perspective ol~ 
fers a paradigm that is distinctly orgariizational. 

~ur pur~oses in this chapter have been to review the concep
tual foundations of the levels perspective in organizations, to syn
thesize principles for guiding theory development and research, and 
~o elabor~te neglected models of emergent phenomena. Our goal 
IS to conVince researchers that levels issues should be considered in 
t?e study of a broad range of phenomena that occur in organiza
tIons. We hope that this chapter will, in a small way, push researchers 
to use established frameworks and to explore new alternatives in 
their work. 

The remaining chapters in this book apply a levels perspective 
to substantive topics, consider analytic methods, and reflect on the 
implications of the levels perspective for organizational science. 
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Several of the substantive topics were selected primarily because 
typical treatments of these topics in the industrial and organiza~ 
tionalliterature rarely consider the implications of levels, and yet 
levels issues are central. When the implications of a multilevel the
ory are considered, new and unexplored issues are surfaced. 
Prime examples of such topics include selection (Schneider et aI" 
Chapter Two, this volume), performance appraisal (DeNisi, Cha~ 
ter Three, this volume), training effectiveness (Kozlowski et aI., 
Chapter Four, this volume), and human resource management 
(Ostroff & Bowen, Chapter Five, this volume). 

Other topics were selected because they naturally embody a 
levels perspective, but a perspective that forces us to think beyond 
our current frameworks. Prime examples include cross-cultural 
(Chao, Chapter Seven, this volume) and interorganizationallink
ages (Klein et aI., Chapter Six, this volume). Both chapters focus 
on the implications of individuals being representatives of the 
higher level collectivities to which they belong. 

Next, there are chapters addressing each of the primary multi
level analytic methods and issues, including within-group agree
ment, non-indepen<Ience, and reliability (Bliese, Chapter Eight, this 
volume); the cross-level operator and contextual analysis (James & 
Williams, Chapter Nine, this volume), within~and~between analysis 
(Dansereau & Yammarino, Chapter Ten, this volume); and hier
archicallinear modeling (Hofmann et aI., Chapter Eleven, this vol
ume). In addition, we have endeavored to cut through to the heart 
of the assumptions, differences, and appropriate applications of 
these multilevel analytic techniques with a collaborative effort that 
combines our disparate knowledge and perspectives (Klein, Bliese 
et aI., Chapter Twelve, this volume). 

Finally, we close the book with reflective commenLo; pertaining 
to the importance of the levels perspective to the deep historical 
roots of our science, and to the increasing centrality of levels the
ory in mainstream organizational theory and research (Brass, 
Chapter Thirteen, this volume). The multilevel perspective pro
vides a means for us to unify our science, and creates a foundation 
for enhancing policy impact for the disciplines that study organi
zations (Rousseau, Chapter Fourteen, this volume). The authors 
of all these chapters have provided a wealth of ideas and action
able knowledge. We hope that these ideas, and this book, stimu-
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lates tho~e, ~ho like us, seek a more unified and impactful science 
of orgamzatlOns. 

Notes 

1. Throughout this chapter. we use the tenn multilevel in a generic sense 
to refer~nc~ all types of models that entail more than one level of con~ 
ceptuahzatlOn and ~~alysis. Therefore. our use of the tenn multilevel 
references composition and compilation forms of bottom-up emer
gence. cross-level models that address top-down contextual effe ts 
and homologous multilevel models that address parallel construcc~ 
and processes occurring at multiple levels. 

2. Any eff?rt to briefly.characterize the many and myriad contributions 
~o multilevel theory m organizations is doomed from the outset to be 
mcomplete. We recognize that there are other lines of theory and re
search that ha~e contributed to multilevel theory; many are mentioned 
throughou~ thiS chapter. We have chosen, however, to focus on a very 
early, sustamed. and reasonably coherent effort that spanned many 
decades a~d many contributors. Our apologies to all others. 

3. We recogmze ~at. there are alternative perspectives on organizational 
culture that view It as a collective construct. one that cannot be de
composed to the indi~duall~vel. However. research on organizational 
cultu.re has b~come mcreaslIlgly consistent with an emergent per
spectIVe (Demson, 1996). 

4. Jnso~ar a .. global. shared, and configural unit properties each describe 
a umt as a whole. they are "homogeneous constructs," as Klein and 
~olle~gue~ (1994) use the tenn; here, we elaborate on their typology 
Jllumlllatmg the variety of forms that homogeneolls unit-level con~ 
structo; may take. 

5. Unit-level constructs may of course be compositional. ao; in situations 
where group members share identical values or the same attitudes 
but we expe~t some characteristics. such as abilities and personality: 
to be more hkcly configural than shared. 

6. W~ ackn.owledge that the conceptualization of phenomena may en
~all a unlve~sal form; for example. unit climate is oftcn conceptual
Ized ~ a. UllIt property when it is shared and as an i;ldividual property 
when It IS not (James. 1982). 

7. Our definition of discontinuous phenomena is consistent with House 
and coIIea~es °.995). ~ot~ also thatthese authors propose three mod
els of relattonal dlscontl~U1ty. involving (a) magnitude, (b) relational 
patterns. and (c) behavlOr-outcome relations. We would charact . 
these models as to~own aI d I enzc 

y" contextu 1110 e s. not bottom-up emergent 
processes. These three models illustrate (a) cross-level direct effects, 
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(b) cross-level frog-pond relations, and (c) cross-level moderation, ,re-
spectively. Our typology focuses on discontinuity in emergence. I 

8. We should clarify that Chan (1998) indicates that his additive, direct 
consensus, referent-shift consensus, and dispersion models are static, 
whereas the process model in his typology is more directly inter~sted 
in the dynamics of emergence. We would argue that emergent process 
dynamics are relevant to all the categories in that such processes 
shape the emergent form and, therefore, should be an explicit part 
of the conceptualization. . 
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